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Brantford officially opens
Chrisine Cherry
Kristina Spence
Friday, October 1, 1999 rang in a
new chapter in the history ofWLU as
Brantford Town Crier, David McKee,
declared Ontario's newest university
campus officially open.
Politicians, university officials,
students and supportive members of
the Brant community were on hand
to witness the opening ceremonies
and take part in guided tours provid-
ed by the first students of Laurier
Brantford.
Dr. Rowland Smith acted as
Master of Ceremonies for the pro-
ceedings and introduced all the spe-
cial guests, beginning with Colleen
Miller, Chair of the Grand Valley
Education Society (GVES).
The GVES worked to raise
moneywithin the Brantford commu-
nity. Over 48 individuals and organi-
zations donated $1,000 or more,
including the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce, the County of
Brant, GenFast Manufacturing
Company, S.C. Johnson & Son
limited, the Royal Bank of Canada
and Scotiabank.
Support from the Brantford
library, the Board of Education,
YMCA, the Rotary Club and many
other Brantford area businesses
helped develop Brantford into a uni-
versity city.
Jane Stewart, MP for Brant, dis-
cussed the necessity of a campus for
Brant and the positive changes that
would be seen in the community.
Stewart praised the new option for
Brantford and area citizens to con-
tinue their education and strive for
lifelong learning within their own
geographic area.
Minister ofHealth, MPP Elizabeth
Witmer, brought her greetings from
the Kitchener-Waterloo community
and hoped that the new campus
would improve accessibility to post-
secondary school education.
Mayor of Brantford, Chris Friel,
said that the process had been "a
long journey, a happy journey." Friel
spoke of the unique partnership
formed between Laurier and
Brantford and hopes the relationship
will become a model for other com-
munities.
"Brant was never a complete
community until it had a university,"
Mayor of County of Brant, Ron Eddy,
said. He thanked the citizens of
Brant and told the Laurier commu-
nity that they would "never regret
coming to Brantford."
Dr. Robert Rosehart provided the
crowd with a brief history about
Wilfrid laurier, both the man and
the institution.
Rosehart discussed the development
potential he saw within the
Brantford community and boasted
about the innovative Bachelor ofArts
in Contemporary Studies which is
unique to Brantford.
Already Dr. Rosehart is looking for-
ward to the first graduates who can
be expected in 2002.
Arthur Read, Acting Dean of the
Brantford campus, demonstrated
great emotional attachment to the
project as he declared
"Brantford...the Golden Hawk has
landed."
"Brantford, we are here for you,"
Head said.
Head cautioned the audience
"not to underestimate the value of a
liberal arts education" and guaran-
teed everyone that Laurier is "here
to serve students."
Black
Jumping further into the future,
Read hopes that Laurier Brantford
students will develop into leaders of
tomorrow and their experiences at
Laurier will change them in the most
positive of ways.
Last to speak before the actual
ribbon cutting, Bruce Hodgson, Co-
chair of the Laurier Brantford
Campaign, thanked till the contribu-
tors and volunteers who made the
campus a reality.
The GVES came just short of its $2
million goal and the Brantford
Campaign will be extended until
December in hopes of bringing in
more donations.
Each of the 40 full-time students
received two $500 scholarships, one
from Laurier and one from the
GVES, to recognize the 'pioneer spir-
it' of the students who enrolled in the
new program.
Following Hodgson's speech,
Rosehart, Friel and Miller cut their
way through the ceremonial ribbon
and welcomed all the visitors and
students into the Carnegie campus
for tours by enthusiastic new Golden
Hawks.
Carnegie Library is located
across from Victoria Park at 73
George Street. The newly renovated
library originally opened in 1902and
boasts such architectural treasures
as a doomed rotunda, pillared front
entrance, ornate molding and other
decorative features.
Laurier attempted to preserve the
beauty of the historic building and
even worked around an inoperable
fireplace which Is now a part of a
computer lab.
The renovations cost approximately
$1.3 million and helped to create the
30-station computer lab, a video-
conferencing facility, three semi-
nar/meeting rooms and three lecture
halls, two of which are tiered.
To welcome main campus stu-
dents to the Brantford campus,
Brantford students are hoping to
plan a 'Laurier Day' for late April of
2000.
Dr. Rosehart thought the events
were quite successful and was quite
happy with the solid local attendance
and interest.
Overall, in Rosehart's words, "...it
was a very good day."
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Congratulations and thank you to Kim Giles, Chris Hewitt, the entire Orientation Committee,
Icebreakers, Residence Life Staff, faculty participants, Mike McMahon and the WLUSU staff, Nina
Gazzola and the Brantford volunteers, Food Services, Physical Plant and Planning, Foot Patrol,
BACCHUS, ERT, the Peer Help Line and everyone else who make a contribution to this exceptional
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News
Arts gets hall
New building acquired for Fine Arts and Drama
Kristina Spence
The Arts departments of Fine Arts
and Drama will soon have a new
home in the former Brewers Hall at
65 Lodge Street.
With the closing of various brew-
ing companies in the Waterloo area
and the dissolution of the Brewers
union, the hall became available for
purchase.
"Basically every time property
comes up in the Laurier area we look
at it," University President Bob
Rosehart said.
Smaller residential properties
have been acquired by the university
but the administration has been
looking for larger areas to obtain.
When the hall went into voluntary
receivership, the liquidator of the
property approached the university.
The university offered approximate-
ly $300,000 for the hall and the deal
was accepted.
"Our intentions were two-fold:
the first being parking, and the sec-
ond being the drama students get-
ting a new black box theatre,"
Rosehart said.
There were also some concerns
about the trailer that currently hous-
es the Fine Arts studio. Some mould
was discovered inside the trailer
though once tested, the mould was
Parking and
classrooms
will evolve
from this
purchase.
not found to be harmful. Still, the uni-
versity was concernedfor the health
of the staffand students and the new
location for Fine Arts will be a great
improvement.
\ Inside the Brewer's hall, there are
"basically two big rooms and some
offices." One of the rooms will be
used for the Drama black box the-
atre and the other will be made to
suit the needs of the Fine Arts stu-
dents.
Ron Dupuis of Physical Resources
expects that the building will be
ready for use by January 2000 ifall
renovations go as planned.
Acting Dean of Arts and Science,
Don Baker, expects that the renova-
tions will be completed by Christmas.
"There are some relatively minor
changes. Thebar will be removed for
the Fine Arts students and in the
other room, some ceiling and wall
coverings will be changed," Baker
said.
There are plenty of washroom
facilities and the offices will be used
by departmental faculty.
The portable outside of Bricker
will be removed and may be
replaced with parking spaces or
dumpsters which are currently scat-
tered around the campus parking
lots.
The future of the current bl&ck
box theatre in the Arts Building is
uncertain.
Luke Martyn ratified
Kristina Spence
Resting comfortably in the luxurious
leather furniture of the Cord office,
members of the WLUSP Board of
Directors convened on Thursday,
September 30 for the last time in
their informal milieu.
The Board has reserved the
library board room for the remain-
derof their Thursday 5:30p.m. meet-
ings of the fall term.
President James Muir started by
discussing a meeting he and VP:
Finance Anthony Del Col had with
Dr. Robert Rosehart wherein con-
cerns about the content and
resources of the Cord were explored.
While not yet an immediate con-
cern, the potential
creation of a
"mechanism to
regulate the
paper" has
encouraged Muir
to carefully moni-
tor all agreements
between the University and WLUSP.
Returning to computer issues, the
First Avenue Computer Information
Systems consultant checked out the
production computers.
He concluded the majority of
fonts saved on the system were tak-
ing up too much space and would
need to be removed.
It was recommended the IT team
'dean out the hard drives, re-load
only the necessary fonts and then
purchase new font CDs. Over the
next couple ofweeks, these activities
should occur.
In Keystone news, the yearbook
company, Friesens, has already
brought in a scanning expert to work
with Keystone volunteers and dis-
played generosity in their flexible
deadlines.
The old Keystone system of hav-
ing one or two volunteers take
responsibility for one section (i.e.
Graduates, Sports etc.) has been
changed so that committees will be
struck to take care ofthe entire book.
Both Muir and Director Luxmen
Aloysius have guaranteed that all
yearbook deadlines will be met this
year.
Moving on to VP:Finance
Anthony Del Col's report, Del Col had
been unable to draw up the propos-
al for a new computer but has been
looking at Macintosh G3s and G4s.
Further financial discussions will
occur at this week's meeting, includ-
ing options for the termdeposit of the
Schiefer asked the Board
to ratify new production
manager Luke Martyn.
$40,000 GIC atthe Bank of Montreal.
In her report from the Cord, EIC
Sarah Schiefer informed the Board
she would be hiring production
assistants, a news editor, a copy edi-
tor and web masters over the course
of the week.
Schiefer asked the Board to ratify
the hiring of production assistants
David Field, Rachel Reid, Daniel
Anderchek and Mike Ching as well
as new production manager Luke
Martyn.
On a sad note, an inquiry into the
deaths of the fish revealed the pet
store people had sold WLUSP too
many fish for the size of the tank and
will either reimuburse or replace the
deceased fish.
Advertising manager Angela
Foster reported advertising is on par
with last year's sales but national
advertising may drop in the fixture.
An issue concerning the advertis-
ing space for the Princess Cinema
was discussed which President Muir
agreed to pursue before any futher
action would be taken.
Director Jill Osborne then opened
with other business to discuss the
upcoming brainstorming session.
All WLUSP volunteers will be
welcomed by invitation to the
Wednesday, October 13 from 6:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. meeting in the
Solarium.
Responses to the invitations will
be expected back by Friday, October
8, along with any particular sugges-
tions of topics for
discussion.
There will be
food and refresh-
ments for the 30 to
40 people who are
expected to attend
the event. It is
hoped this will be the first of fourses-
sions in which the future of WLUSP
can be discussed and planned.
A full proposal for the events will
be brought forth at this week's meet-
ing.
Cord Circulation and File
Manager, Maneesh Sehdev request-
ed the Board consider purchasing a
new cart to facilitate his distribution
duties.
The cart is expected to cost
approximately $150. Sehdev and
Schiefer planned to draw up a pro-
posal for the next meeting.
After Del Col requested that he
study WLUSP web presence and IT
procedures for his BU 415 class to
which the Board agreed, the meeting
adjourned at 6:43 p.m.
News Bites
BC baby drop
In her first public statement, B.C.
resident Nadia l lama lias denied
accusations that she dropped her
18 month-old baby daughter off the
Capilano Suspension Bridge, locat-
ed north ofVancouver, on purpose.
According to the Globe and Mail,
Hama's lawyer Megan Ellis said
that there is absolutely no reason
for her "to continueunder the terri-
ble cloud of suspicion.
She is a loving parent whose
child suffered a terrible accident."
The police, however, have different
ideas.
A police warrant, which stated
that there were "reasonable
grounds" to suspect Hama of pur-
posely dropping the child, was used
to search the woman's home early
tliis week.
Police also claimed other points
of suspicion, including her so-called
"inappropriate behaviour" after
she learned the baby was still alive
and the fact that she changed her
story several times in the days fol-
lowing the incident
The baby, Kaya, despite falling
more than 45 metres to the ground,
beenlaid.
Tte accusation was made by the
The couple have one more child,
live year-old Jovan, who was with
his mother during the incident.
Both he and Kaya are airrently
being cared for by Werber's broth-
er- andsistei^in-law.
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Fishing rights
dispute
Tensions escalated tliis week in the
bitter dispute over native fishing
rights in the maritimes, a dispute
which has reached all the way to
the Prime Minister's office.
A house located on the MiTanaq
Indian Reserve at Burnt Church,
N.B. was burned to the ground
Monday evening following a violent
confrontation between native and
non-native fishermen the previous
night.
RCMP Constable Pierre Pellerin
said the fire was definitely a case of
arson and was "probably related"
to the dispute.
The confrontations were sparked
by non-native reaction to the
Supreme Court ruling of September
17, which recognized native rights
to fish and hunt for profit year-
round.
Early on Sunday New
Brunswick fishermen systematical-
ly destroyed an estimated 2,(>00
native lobster traps set in
Miramichi Bay.
This led to a violent standoff
Sunday night in which tliree
natives were injured.
Meanwhile, non-native fishermen
held rallies at the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans in Moncton
demanding native lobster pots lx*
removed from the sea.
The fishermen believe out-of-
season trapping will damage lob-
ster stocks in the area.
Following the violence members
of the paramilitary Mi'kmaq
Warriors Society, dressed in combat
fatigues, began patrols around the
Burnt Church wharf to prevent fur-
ther damage to the remaining lob-
ster traps.
Prime Minister Jean Chretien
has stated that the federal govern-
ment is considering asking the
Supreme Court to suspend its
September 17 decision, a statement
which provoked tiuther discontent
amongst the native population.
The natives of Burnt Church
have vowed to replace the
destroyed lobster traps, and have
called for charges to be laid con-
cerning the incident on Sunday
night.
Sears saves
Eaton's
The Eaton's surname, once one of
the most respected names in ail of
Canadian retail is about to be res-
urrected.
Sears Canada Inc. announced
Monday that it plans to buy five
more of the closed department
stores and re-open thera under the
same name. ;
v:'.
The stores inquestion
in key downtown locations, includ-
ing the downtown Toronto Eaton
Centre, Winnipeg's Polo Park,
(Calgary Eaton Centre, Vancouver's
Pacific Centre and the Victoria
Eaton Centre.
Sears plans close the five loca-
tions for $110 million of renova-
tions, then reopen them sometime
in the year 2000.
According to company execu-
tives the clothing selection featured
in previous Eaton's stores will be
teamed with appliances, furniture
and electronics - products which
were previously dropped from
Eaton's inventory as 'unprofitable'.
The "Diversity" section ofthe old
Eaton's stores, however, which
aimed at attracting business from
teenage customers, will likely be
dropped.
The deal, which is expected to
save around 2,5(X) jobs, is still
awaiting approval by Eaton's credi-
tors.
Pending their approval, the
company plans on reintroducing
the historic Eaton's catalogue as
welt
Sears Canada has already pur-
chased 14 Eaton's stores, and tliis
most recent deal will bring the total
to 19.
It places the company squarely
in the middle ofseveral of the coun-
try's most lucrative downtown loca-
tions, areas which Sears had previ-
ously been shut out of.
The stores are expected to add
approximately $730 million to
Sears Canada's revenues.
3
Course packages missing in action
Kristina Spence
To the dismay of some and the
delight of others, course packages
have been both absent and unavail-
able from the laurier's Bookstore.
Students have been expected to
wait one or two weeks for their
course packages to be ready but
entering the fourth week of classes
without necessary materials.
Waiting lists have piled up and
students enter the Bookstore daily in
hopes of finding their packages, only
to be turned away
and told that the
packages should
be available within
another two to four
days.
Bookstore
manager Ron
Billing explained that the difficulties
experienced have been due to tech-
nical and communication problems
between Print Services and the
Bookstore. The full letter of apology
can be found on page 7 in the
Opinion section of this issue.
Print Services manager, Shelby
Daudlin, is confident that these prob-
lems will not occur again and cites
different reasons for the delays in
production.
"It's an interdepartmental issue
that first we need to do a little prob-
lem solving on," Daudlin said.
Billing has spoke with YVLUSU
President Devin Grady in hopes of
offering students the opportunity to
acquire a $250 scholarship. There
will be two scholarships awarded for
the winter semester and they will be
awarded through C.S.A.
"It's the best we thought we could
do. Tills will never, ever, ever happen
again," Billing said.
Within tin 1 Bookstore itself, part
of the problem was that one of the
text buyers was on maternity leave
and her replacement left.
The Bookstore was one person short
in the custom courseware depart-
This will never, ever,
ever happen again.
mentand another had also left, leav-
ing the store short of two very essen-
tial people just before the school year
began.
"I give credit to Mike and Brenda.
They put in late nights, staying until
11: 00 or 12:00 a.m.," Billing said.
Billing just started as Bookstore
manager five weeks ago. He has 10
years of experience and worked at
the bookstore at the University of
Guelph.
Shelby Daudlin of Print Services
is also new to Laurier. He began his
job approximately two months ago
and his employees have been work-
ing with new machines and new
technology during one of the busiest
times of the year.
"We're very upset with what has
happened. We are working with the
Bookstore," Daudlin said.
Daudlin considers the new equip-
mentand the training learning curve
for being part of the difficulty, along
with professors coming in late with
their packages to be printed.
"I think we have all learned and
now it is just a matter of fixing it. We
are very much trying to work togeth-
er on this," he
said.
Back at the
Bookstore, Billing
asks for all stu-
dents and profes-
sors to see him
directly with any
complaints they
may have.
"I will take full responsibility,"
Billing said.
Billing expressed a great amount
of concern for Kelly Armstrong who
recently returned from her materni-
ty leave and has been "bombarded."
Third year Honours English stu-
dent, Jared Mitchell, witnessed one
particular incident at the Bookstore
in which an elderly lady verbally
abused the Bookstore employees.
"She came in and said They
should all be hanged'," Mitchell said.
A committee is being struck and will
hold a meeting on October 20 or 21
to help identify the problems and
work towards alleviating themin the
future.
Billing hopes that students will
attend the meeting and wishes to
reiterate how sorry the university is
to have made the students suffer.
"We just want to express how
sorry we are. Between now and
Christmas we hope to have some
phenomenal student deals and give-
aways.
We're not taking this lightly."
Vocal Cord: What was your Bookstore nightmare?
Photos by Christine Cherry
"I needed a package last year and the
course pack didn't come in until October
"
Dharm Makwana
Concerned 2nd Year Political Science
"Not finding out that the book in the
library was in the library because it was a
cross-listed course."
DanKeon
3rd Year Communication Studies
"Course pack problems...grrr."
Julie Peckover
4th YearBusiness
"My roommate's nightmare was that he
got to the front of the line and then the
debit machine went down. Then, they
wouldn't even hold the books for him"
Eddie Lee,.
.
"I actually didn't have a bad time —just
the lines."
Hiwote Abebe
Ist Year Psychology
"Long lines and then not having the books
I needed,"
DeniseHaJl
.
..
2nd Year Business
"There's a lot of them. How long it takes to
get the books and how the person behind
the desk always says 'It will be in on
Friday' and it never is."
Kevin Cawthra
4th Year Diploma in Accounting
"Actually it was good. They didn't charge
me for my economics textbook."
Lucky Bum
7th Year Horseshoe Collector
■ V.; ■■■
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Anybody got the Cord?
Kristina Spence
On the early morning of Thursday,
September 30, "The Cord" sign from
the group of WLUSP signs was
ripped olf the wall of the Cord offices.
"We've had that sign for years
and years. We don't even know
where to get another one like it," EIC
Sarah Schiefer said.
Security does not have any leads
on the sign's disappearance and it is
unlikely that the sign will turnup.
VP:Finance Anthony Del Col was
also disheartened by the vandalism.
"I'm perturbed by the actions of
my peers at this university. The fool-
hardy actions of a few or perhaps
one student is taking money from
each and every student at this uni-
versity. I am both shocked and dis-
mayed."
WLUSP President James Muir
holds little hope for the retrieval of
the sign and has accepted the loss.
"I'm upset that after we've spent
so much on renovations and repairs
andnow we'll have tospend more to
rebeautify. I'm notsurprised. There's
a lot ofspirited people here," he said.
JAMES
MUIR
More crime, less time
Theft Under $5,000
Mon Sept 27/99
A WLU student reported the
theft of her wallet from the area
of the Recital Hall. The wallet
was later found.
Trespass 2320hrs
Mon Sept 27/99
A non-WLU male was evicted
from the Aird practice rooms
when he was found using the
area without authorization.
Trespass 2330hrs
Mon Sept 27/99
A female was evicted from a
computer lab in the Science
Building when she was found to
be non-WLU affiliated.
Noise Complaint 0035hrs
Wed Sept 29/99
Officers responded to a noise
complaint at St. Jacobi's House
at Laurier Place. Those respon-
sible complied when asked to
keep the noise down.
Medical Assist 1840hrs
Wed Sept 29/99
An ambulance was called for an
individual who had dropped
some weights on his chest at the
AC. He was transported to the
hospital.
Medical Assist 0115hrs
Thu Sept 30/99
An officer attended to an indi-
vidual who had fallen off his bar
stool at the Grad House and
received a small abrasion over
his eye. He was escorted to his
residence and left in the care of
his roommate.
Suspicious Person 1620hrs
Thu Sept 30/99
Officers attended at the Food
Court in response to a report of
a male person behaving in an
unusual manner. The Food
Court and surrounding area
were searched but the individ-
ual could not be found.
Theft Under $5,000
Thu Sept 30/99
The Cord Editor reported the
theft of a sign from outside the
Cord Office.
Assist Police 0220hrs
Fri Oct 1/99
Officers assisted Waterloo
Regional Police in locating a
suspected, impaired driver.
Non Traffic Personal Injury
Accident 1125hrs Fri Oct 1/99
Officers responded to the AC
where a construction contrac-
tor had fallen off a ladder and
injured his head. He was trans-
ported to hospital by co-work-
ers.
Mischief Sat Oct 2/99
Person(s) unknown caused
some vandalism to both
Security vehicles.
Assist Police 0303hrs
Sun Oct3/99„
Officer assisted Waterloo
Regional Police at the scene of a
motor vehicle collision.
Impersonation of a Police
Officer 2130hrs Sat Oct 2/99
Some residence students
reported receiving a call from a
male person identifying himself
as a Waterloo Regional Police
Drug Squad officer indicating
they were under investigation.
Investigation into this matter
continues.
Suspicious Person 2205hrs
Sun Oct 3/99
A male individual was evicted
from the Library when he
appeared to be hanging around
at closing time.
During this time period, 1
warning and 11 provincial
offence notices were issued for
liquor violations.
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Thinking 3 years down the road?
Good, we already have something in common.
Andersen Consulting would like to invite Wilfrid Laurier students to the following events held
at the University of Waterloo campus:
Andersen Consulting Career Day, October 13, Student Life Centre, an all-day event featuring:
- eCommerce Presentation, 10:00 a.m. 8t 2:00 p.m.
- "Workforce of the Future", 12:00 p.m. Et4:oo p.m.
Applications due October 20 to Needles Hall. Interviews on Campus, November 1-3, Needles Hall.
112"
If you're constantly thinking unlock their potential for Our business is shaping the
about the future, here's a chance success by aligning strategy with future. So why .not come talk to
to actually do something about people, processes and technology us about how, together, we can
it. Come be a part of a leading -an approach that allows you to help shape yours.
global management and make an impact from the ... ... ... , .. .r Visit our Web site at www.ac.com
technology consulting ground up.
organization-Andersen You'll receive first-rate It's all about making an impact.
Consulting. training and guidance, and
Together, we'll help world— exposure to a variety of projects
class clients prepare for new and industries. All of which
A
challenges by delivering builds a solid foundation for the / % /AMU CIbCM
profound change. We'll help years ahead.
/ V Consulting
©1998 Andersen Consulting. All rights reserved. An equal opportunity employer.
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off.
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Opinion
Coffee Is Killer
Although most people may not be aware of
it, Canada Ls currently experiencing a quiet
crisis. Nationwide, cities both large and
small are slowly being overtaken by a
seemingly harmless, yet secretly cancerous,
device. Coffee and donutshops are every-
where now, and it is these, not disease, nor
war, nor natural disaster, that will be the
death of western civilization as we know it.
The leader in this gradual, almost unno-
ticeable process has been Tim Horton's.
Affectionately known as "Timmy's" to the
ignorant public, this corporate empire
claims we should "always have time" for
their merchandise. This cute little slogan
wickedly disguises their pernicious inten-
tions and makes the organization appear
safe, and family-oriented. This Ls the devils
work, to be sure.
Donut corporations have also carefully
created a delicious selection of coffees, hot
chocolates and various dessert-type dishes.
They are certainly irresistible and almost
addictive. Do not be fooled by this decep-
tion, dear Hawks, do not be fooled. This
writer has uncovered the conspiracy.
What people must be told is this infesta-
tion, this growth on our culture and way of
life, is not accidental. It has not occurred
because the general public is in need of any
more of these shops, and let's be honest: it's
certainly not because their product is
healthy or beneficial to us in any way. No,
my people, this is a concerted effort, an evil
desire, a master formula whereby they ulti-
mately plan to take over the world.
Think about it carefully for a second.
Originally, each individual shop existed on
its own, and quite a distance separated one
from the other. There were perhaps one or
two donut shops in every town, a few more
to every decent size city. Today, however, it
is not uncommon to see the lots on two or
three corners of a main city block filled by
competing coffee and donut shops.
Furthermore, the same franchise will
Coffee and
donut shops
will be the
downfall of
western
civilization.
often now appear twice on the same street,
not fifteen minutes apart. They're in air-
ports, and in shopping malls. They're on
highway exits and roadside stops and in
movie theaters. There are big ones and
small ones. There's drive-through and
express versions. There is no telling how
long it will be before Tim Horton s has com-
pletely destroyed society.
The stores are at work even as we
speak, swarming the nation and spreading
as quickly as a plague. For those who
haven't noticed, Tim Horton's and other
such coffee shops have attached themselves
with innocent restaurants who don't know
any better. Tragically, they
will not survive.
They cannot survive, for soon enough
another coffee shop will take its place.
The bad news for you the Laurier stu-
dent and aspiring young adult is Timmy s
has now infiltrated the halls of WLU. The
good news, though, is it is not yet too late to
stop the madness. The time for action is
now! Rise up! Do not fall victim to their
deliciously enchanting food and beverages.
Drink only water! (But not bottled water—
a differentbattle is being fought against that
potential epidemic.)
So defy the temptation. Deny the urge.
1 tell you today, the only way to rid our com-
munities of this potentially fatal disease Is to
avoid those tasty timbits, do not accept their
warm hot chocolate, ignore the goodies in
the window...and ...0h,n0., .can't
resist... must.. .have.. .cruller...
Always got time...
Mait Cade
Sports Editor
The opinions expressed In this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The CordStaff, the edi-
torial board, or WLUSP.
A New Addiction?
John A. McNeil
Special to Cord Opinion
The problems regarding smok-
ers is an ignoble one.
The media (and The Record
is equally to blame) have per-
petuated a problem for years as
to this obvious misnomer:
Smokers are nothing more than
nicotine addicts - plain and sim-
ple.
The Harris government
ignores its own slogan, "Do the
right thing." It brought about
legislation that people had to be
19 to purchase cigarettes, but
failed to address possession by a
minor of this addictive, killer
product.
It also neglected penalties to
those making cigarettes avail-
able to anyone below the legal
age.
It could also have asserted
that we don't have to allow a
smoking area at schools for
teenaged addicts. Do we really
think it's "the right thing" to cut
them some slack so they can
satisfy their addiction between
classes?
The Harris government
could have made it a banned
substanceat all schools because
it is an addictive substance and
kills. (Yes - even for the teach-
ers, who are supposed to be set-
ting an example.)
The anti-smoking groups
were conspicuously silent and
looking the other way with
Harris's law. There are no teeth
in it. It merely placated the "do-
gooders" while assuring the
parasitic tobacco companies
that the legis-
lation would-
n't affect cig-
arette sales -
and conse-
quently tax
dollars as
well.
History
shows that
Britain sub-
jec t e d
China's peo-
ple to opium
addiction for
decades in the 1800s. Millions of
lives and families were ruined
as the Brits reaped in the profits
- both the merchants and gov-
ernment together.
Flash forward to Canada in
the 20th century and the same
thing happened, only Canada
substituted opium with nicotine.
Tobacco-nicotine- it's acash
cow that kills, but hey, the gov-
Smokers
are nothing
more than
nicotine
addicts.
ernment has never cared
enough to do anything about it.
The government has
banned a wide range of cancer-
causing products over the past
40 years, but absolutely refuses
to ban this one.
At least $12 million is
brought in each and every day
from nicotine addicts - in excess
of $300 mil-
lion a month.
When par-
ents say
dumb things
such as, "I'd
rather he
smoked at
home than
behind my
back," this is
tantamountto
saying, "I'd
rather he was
an addict
here where 1 can see him." And
this is notexaggerating the situ-
ation one iota.
The public at large, as well
as employers, has no obligation
to allow these nicotine addicts
any space to revel in their addic-
tion. If you have to get your fix
so bad, stay home.
And especially in the
employers' case, they're not
paying anyone to be an addict. If
you can't pull your shift without
a fix, you don't deserve the job.
Just because our parasitic
governments sanction this
activity does not make it any
less lowlife.
UntO Canadians develop
enough backbone or brains to
realize and acknowledge the
truth, they will always be willing
victims of their own govern-
ments.
Sadly, I don't believe The
Record or any others in the
media are going to call a spade
a spade here. It will keep on
calling them smokers.
It will call cocaine users
"coke addicts", : intravenous
users are quickly termed
"junkies," even strippers who
want to be called dancers are
rarely termed in such a fashion.
But the media seem bound
and determined not to bad-
mouth nicotine addicts.
This column is reprinted from
the October 4th edition of The
Kitchener Record. John A.
McNeil is a graduate of WW
whohas returnedforpost-grad-
uate studies in preparation for
entering Teacher's College this
fall.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
PARADE
GOOD,
JUST LIKE
CORD
SAID.
DearEditor,
Re: Laurier Parade takes wrong
turn(KrisUna Spence, Sept. 24)
I find it rather amusing howthe Cord
strives to be a respectable publica-
tion but yet continues to demon-
strate such poor judgement and fail
to exercise even an ounce of tact or
professionalism. The media is sup-
posed to report news. By reading
your article, one would assume
the
police diverting the parade down a
different street and upsetting four
students in the process was much
more newsworthy than the effort put
forth by the Homecoming
Committee. Even the title of the arti-
cle is an insult to the parade organ-
izers and everyone else involved.
This is not a proper representation
of student life at Laurier. Rather this
capitalizes on a trivial issue that
mimics tabloid papers foundat gro-
cery stores.
I applaud the efforts of Jeyas
Balaskanthan and his committee.
This was by far the best homecom-
ing weekend that I have experienced
in my four years at Laurier. It is just
another example of the high caliber
of school spirit and involvement
YVLU prides itself on.
Sincerely,
James Wheeler
YVLUSU Board of Directors
Editor's Note:
Here is an illuminating quote from
the article in question.
"Despite the unexpected turn,
the parade looked better than ever."
Everything in the article wasfact.
There was no capitalization upon a
trivial issue. Obviously, the route
change was not 'trivial' to those res-
idents who missed the parade, resi-
dents whose concerns are allegedly
represented by all student-run
organizations on campus. Nor was it
trivial to those participants who
were stopped, confused and redi-
rected. Nothing deregotary was writ-
ten about the Homecoming
Committee or parade participants.
Rather, there was a detaileddescrip-
tion of the efforts, energies and
enthusiasm of all the major groups
present at the parade.
BOOK
SHOPPE'S
BELATED
BONUS
Dear Editor,
On behalf of Laurier Bookstore and
Printing Services, we would like to
post the following apology in the
Cord to inform students regarding
the reasons for the delays in course
packages this semester:
"The management and staff of
Laurier Bookstore and Printing
Services would like to apologize to
our students for the delays they have
suffered in acquiring their course
materials. We realize the difficulties
this has caused for them.
While we accept full responsibili-
ty for all of the delays, both technical
and communication problems were
temporarily beyond our control. Our
staff has worked diligently to resolve
this situation and to ensure that his
won't happen again.
As consolation to our students,
we are offering two $250 book schol-
arships for the winter semester.
These will be awarded through
C.S.A. in the form of a draw ahd all
students will be eligible.
Our staff would like to thank the
students for their patience and
understanding through these most
inconvenient of times. We want to
assure everyone that we look for-
ward to offering them excellent cus-
tomer service in the future."
Sincerely,
Ron Billing
Manager, Laurier Bookstore
Shelby Daudlin
Manager, Printing Services
WHAT IT IS
TO BE
CANADIAN
Dear Editor,
I am Canadian. I was born in
Torontoand consider myself to be as
Canadian as anyonereading this. Yet
some people disagree with me.
Perhaps it is because I choose to take
pride in my Indian heritage. Some
people seem to have a problem with
this. They tell me I'm Canadian,
because I was born here.
Why should I be so proud of this
place that I was born in? So I can
have yet another barrier between
others and myself? There are
already too many obstacles to being
accepted by my own fellow
Canadians to worry about what for-
eigners think. Sometimes it seems
the people who expect me to give up
my heritage are the same ones who
make comments about my culture
behind my back and write offensive
statements on desks and washroom
walls. Some ofwhich can be found in
tills very school. Is this what I am
expected to be proud of?
When someone asks me where I
am from, I answer Canada. Then
they ask where I am really from.
Apparently, the first answer is not
good enough for some of my fellow
Canadians. 1 suppose 1 was under
the false impression we are all
Canadian and nothing else...? I
wonder if my fellow Canadians
would ask where 1 was really from if
I were white. Somehow many peo-
ple have forgotten that their families
have come fromother countries, just
as my parents did, to live here. Yet I
am still told to go back where I came
from. I thought we were all
Canadian and came from here.
People reading this may think
they do not want someone with my
attitude in this country. But who are
any of you to decide? I was born
here, just like most of you and I have
the same freedom of thought that
you do. Just because I have not for-
gotten my heritage and who I really
am, that does not make me less
Canadian than anyone else. Anyone
who wants me to 'go back to where
I came from' should think about
that. The chances are, you are not
from here either and your ancestor's
came from somewhere else. And if
you don't like the way 1 think, maybe
it's you who should go back to where
you came from, because I will not
sell out my heritage and culture to
satisfy narrow-minded fools. Are you
one of these?
Are you lying?
Maneesh Sehdev
The Right Perspective
Promoting
Public
Health?
Chris Schafer
The City of Waterloo recently
passed a by-law that will designate
area restaurants and bingo halls, as
well as other establishments,
smoke-free come January 1, 2000.
This legislative action was
deemed
necessary in the name of
public health. Thus, it appears from
the decision ren-
dered that gov-
ernm en t
encroachment
on individual
freedom, the
freedom of busi-
ness owners to
operate their
business as they
see fit, is on the
rise once again.
Justice Louis
Brandeis once
said, "The great-
est dangers to
liberty lurk in insidious encroach-
ment by men of zeal, well-meaning
but without understanding."
Instead of requiring govern-
ment intervention into the market
and the subsequent quashing of
individual liberty, one could allow
the owners ofsuch public establish-
ments the freedom to decide
whether to run their business in a
smoke-tree environment, allow
both
smoking and non-smoking
customers or exclusively cater to
smokers. The necessity to calculate
the economic cost involved in decid-
ing which
arrangement they may
Anything
done in the
name of
public
health is a
slippery
slope.
prefer would rest entirely with the
business owner. Also, the market
operating through the demand of
consumers will dictate which own-
ers are successful in the long run. If
there is a demand for non-smoking
establishments, then the market'
will supply them.
Furthermore, anything done in
the name of public health is a slip-
pery slope. Our society has already
witnessed how the liberty of smok-
ers has been curtailed in the name
of public health. Thus, the limits to
which governments are willing to
go to in the name of public health
are seemingly endless.
For example,
the harmful
effects of enjoy-
ing a diet high in
saturated fat
have been docu-
mented exten-
sively over the
past decades.
Thus, it is plausi-
ble that one day
the government
will deem unlaw-
ful the consump-
tion of fatty foods.
In this case, as
in the case of so many other things,
the free market will work to ensure
the proper distribution of supply
and demand.
Individual business owners,
through their decisions and the
subsequent choices of consumers,
will ultimately decide on the most
beneficial distribution of smoking
and non-smoking establishments,
without the need for any govern-
ment intervention.
Perhaps Mahatma Gandhi
summed itupbest when hestated,"
No society can possibly be built on a
denial of individual freedom."
Womyn's Words
The Pages of
Discontent
Amy Wright
Last week I bought a beauty maga-
zine. In a very weak momentabsent
of all feminist principle, I paid $4.50
to flip through 250 glossy pages
screaming my inadequacies. I'm not
entirely sure what prompted this
purchase, but never again will 1
invest my money into the depletion of
my own self-worth.
Have you looked at one of these
magazines lately? You know the ones
I'm talking about. The ones with the
half- naked computer generated
model staring superciliously at the
camera, taunting every woman from
gawky adolescent girl to bored
housewife with her sheer perfection.
But wait.. .you can be a cover girl
too! The magical transformation
from Average Girl into Male Fantasy
consists of only a few do-it-yourself
steps. The application of the latest
lipstick, the stroke of a makeup
brush... and Ave thousand dollars
worth of plastic surgery. Who knew
it was so simple?
The answer to that question lies
sadly in the thousands upon thou-
sands of women who go under the
knife each year, cutting and slicing
their bodies in order to fit the image
You can be
a cover
girl too!
of the ideal woman.
However, there is one large con-
cept ignored by all the women who
make the cosmetic pilgrimage to the
temple of perfection. The ideal
woman on the cover of this magazine
doesnot exist. She is a figment ofour
imaginations. Our standards of beau-
ty are unreachable, they are unob-
tainable, and as a.woman (not to
mention a feminist) they disgust me.
So who Is to blame for creating
this image of the "perfect woman"?
Is it the magazine editors, who per-
petuate the image? Is it the scantily
clad model that allows herself to be
objectified? Why don't we blame the
large proportion of women who pur-
chase these magazines?
Society has manipulated women
into believing they are unworthy
humanbeings unless they look a cer-
tain way Its a problem with no solu-
tion: emphasis is placed solely on
standards of physical beauty, yet the
standards cannot be reached. This
dilemma has propelled many
women into desperation. We will
stop short of nothipg to attain the
unattainable - perfection.
The next time you are scanning
the magazine section, think twice
about what you are really buying. In
purchasing one of these magazines,
you are investing in the objectifica-
tion and oppression ofwomen every-
where. I'm merely suggesting you
instead invest something into your-
self - and your worth as a woman.
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we recommend remedial reading classes.
International
Laurier lecture was a gem
Chris Pearce
Those who braved the inclement
weather last Wednesday night were
treated to a rare gem in the first
installment of this year's version of
the Laurier Lecture Series.
Dr. Peter DalglLsh stepped to the.
microphone equipped with nothing
more than raw passion, witty charm
and an abundanceof experience. He
offered attendees an overpowering
glimpse into the lives of the world's
poorest children. It led many to
believe, the lecture had been their
own personal "epiphany."
A native of London, Ontario,
Dalglish's impressive academic
dosier includes being a graduate of
Upper Canada College and Stanford
University, before graduating from
Dalhousie with a degree in law.
A champion for the rights of
underprivileged
children, Dalglish
concedes that
while he doesn't
feel guilty about
having had the
opportunity to
study at such
prestigious insti-
tutions, he does
boil with "great
rage" at the injus-
tice his inordinate
blessings reflect.
Alter articling
for a year with a
major law firm,
Dalglish seemed
poised to rocket
into the corporate universe of self-
service. It was at this point, in late
1985, when Dalglish was first
exposed to abject poverty when he
witnessed the "horrific" famine and
destitution in Ediiopia first-hand.
Dalglish's experiences in Ethiopia
shook his soul and shattered his
career plans, (previously driven by
the western sickness Dalglish refers
to as "aflluenza") leading him away
from the legal practice towards a
position with the United Nations. So
shocked were his old superiors with
his decision, that the senior partner
at liis firm suggested Dalglish seek
professional psychiatric help.
At this point in the lecture,
Dalglish drew parallels with the stu-
D alglish's
experience
in Ethiopia
shook his
soul and
shattered
his old
career plans.
dent experience, saying young peo-
ple should be prepared to encounter
substantial opposition to any deci-
sion to follow a dream or passion
outside of the mainstream. 'Hie pres-
sure can be especially intense from
the media, professors and teachers,
and even from family and peers,
according to Dalglish.
In addition to resolve, Dalglish
believes a healthy ego, a sense of
humour, steady mental, physical and
spiritual balance, and most impor-
tantly the fire in his belly, are the
attributes thatmost helped him to be
successful in his chosen field. It fol-
lows that he. looks for these qualities
in students he is considering hiring
for any one of Ills programs.
DalglLsh has come to accept the
fact he will never make a great deal
of money, but if anything, seems
proud of this aspect of his endeavors.
Dalglish believes
thatwhen youpay
someone a mini-
mal salary to fill
an intrinsic role,
you tend to attract
the "best of the
best." Obviously,
"best" in this con-
text refers to indi-
viduals possessing
of great character,
compassion and
capability.
The UN was
convinced they
hada unique indi-
vidual to work
with when they gave Dalglish charge
of tens of thousands of young
refugees, who had crossed the bor-
der from Chad into die desert of
Sudan in his initial mission. Dalgllsh
was only 26 years of age at the time.
Dalglish told the story of the
countless children he was responsi-
ble for who died needlessly due to
inhumane living conditions and a
lack of food and medicine. He told of
having to bury these children in
empty grain bags that read "a giit
from the people of the United States
ofAmerica," a statement disturbing-
ly symbolic of reality.
The United States and many
European countries share some
responsibility for the tragedy,
according to Dalglish. He gave their
"gutless" reaction to Milosevic's
bombing of Muslim children in the
former Yugoslavia as an example.
Dalglish questioned whether the
reaction would have been the same
had the bombing targets been
Christian children.
Nor is Canada innocent as far as
Dalglish is concerned; and believes
our country is guilty of producing a
plethora of passionless people. A
sadly true statement in the eyes of
this author.. .well, 1 for one won't
He believes our country
is producing a plethora
of passionless people.
apologize the next time someone
steps on my foot.
I )alglish believes the true reward
he has received has been the oppor-
tunity to share in the lives of these
remarkable children. Not only have
they proved themselves to be cre-
ative and clever, but Dalglish has also
been enchanted by the fact that,
despite their adverse circumstances,
a tenacious fire still burns bright in
their eyes. After his time in the desert
ofSudan, Dalglish found his perspec-
tive on the world had entirely
changed and he became entirely
devoted to his work with children.
His next role would be in a
bureaucratic capacity in the capital
of Sudan in Khartoum. There,
Dalglish instituted a technical school
designed to turn car thieves, pick-
pockets and housebreakers into
electricians, welders and carpenters.
As the story goes, Dalglish caught
a child of about 10 breaking into his
Land Rover which led Dalglish to
believe ifthis child could break into a
car with a nail in 30 seconds, the
child might indeed become a line-
skilled laborer.
The school would become an
immediate success as the children
proved themselves "hungry" to
learn. Graduates of the school were
then hired by local businesses.
Those who were forced to drop
out prematurely in order to provide
for themselves encouraged Dalglish
to come up with a legal means
whereby they might again apply
their ample skills to a paid position.
Dalglish's idea was to start a bicycle
courier service using the children's
vast knowledge of the city.
On May 13th, 1986, Street Kids
International (SKI) was burn and has
been in operation ever since, with
numerous similar programs follow-
ing in the tradition of the Dalglish
brainchiid.
Dalglish believes his most suc-
cessful program involved the devel-
opment of an animated educational
film for children aboutthe dangers of
HIV and AIDS. The films, spawned
"serendipitously" by the attraction of
Sudanese children to a Tom and
Jerry film, have since been used in
more than 100 countries around the
world, in at least 25 languages.
The lecture concluded with two
powerful stories about the rights of
children, law, good and evil. The first
story was about a Dinka boy who,
because he could not afford to pay
for the stitches he had received for
his bleeding ami, had the stitches
removed by the sadistic doctor.
In the second story, Dalglish told
the story of a Mayan boy in
Guatemala who had the courage to
testily against soldiers who had tor-
tured, beaten and killed two other
aboriginal children. In addition to the
crushing acquittal of the soldiers,
one particularly audacious soldier
had the nerve to spit in the boy's face
alter the trial. The boy's next move
was to proceed with other
native
children to a cemetery to pray for the
souls of their murdered friends.
These stories helped the audi-
ence to comprehend just how deject-
ed and oppressed these children
have been. But more than that, they
provided a dramatic summary
ol
the power of their awe-inspiring
spirits.
Dalglish received a standing ova-
tion for his lecture, and left more
than a few lecture attendees notica-
bly pensive, contemplating their own
notions of reality and the need for
help overseas.
The Laurier Lecture Series will
add its second installment this
Thursday at 8:00 in the Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall where
the
speaker will be journalist Gwyne
Dyer.COURTESY
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Help rebuild
Tiago Hsu
We need your help rebuilding our
home.
It really couldn't have happened
at a worse time. On Sept. 21, at
1:47a.m., an earthquake hit central
Taiwan. The incident has already
been dubbed the worst natural dis-
aster to hit the country in 64 years.
The quake, which measured a
7.6 on the Richter
scale, has left
more than 2,000
people dead and
countless others
homeless.
On a little
island much
smaller than Lake
Ontario, with a
population
exceeding 21 mil-
lion people, this is
truly frightnening
news.
That day, as we learned of the
news from friends around the globe
via the Internet and from other
media, the phone was immediately
off the hook. We frantically began
calling to check on the safety of our
relatives and friends.
In almost every case we found
was a busy signal on the other end,
only heightening our anguish.
As the shocking news spread out
It really
couldn't
have
happened
at a worse
time.
among Taiwanese communities
around the globe, the response was
unanimous; we must help Taiwan.
Students across Canada were
urged to help by the Federation of
Taiwanese Students Association of
Canada (FTSACA). And even though
the Taiwanese community in Laurier
was virtually non-existent only a few
years back, we now find ourselves in
a position to provide substantial
assistance to the
relief effort.
Over the past two
years, Laurier's
Taiwanese
Students
Association has
been growing
ever-stronger.
This year, with
this devastating
news, we have
gathered together
enough volunteers
to setup a
Fundraising Drive for the 921st
Taiwan EarthQuake by Taiwanese
Students in Canada'
We are hoping we can do some-
thing for our once beautiful country
by assisting its people and restoring
its beauty. We'll have a booth in the
concourse all week, so please feel
free to drop by, say hello and offer
your support.
COURTESY
OF
FTSACA
WORLD WATCH
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Tokyo, Japan
Fourty-nine people were exposed to
radiation in Japan last week after
several safety standards violations
caused an accident in a nuclear
power plant.
The United Nations'
International Atomic Energy agency
said the accident may rank among
the world's five worst, and the
chances the three exposed workers
will survive are slim.
People living within 10 kilome-
tres of the plant were told to stay
indoors until radiation levels
returned to normal; which took two
days. However, the government has
not allowed the 160 people who
lived within 320 metres of the plant
to return. Japan counts on nuclear
energy for one third of its electricity.
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Bangkok Thailand
Thirty-eight people, including three
Canadians, were "held hostage and
subsequently released this week,
after being held in the Myanmar
embassy in Bangkok for 25 hours.
Five heavily armed gunmen were
allowed safe passage to a refugee
camp on
the Thai-Myanmar border
in exchange for the prisoners'
release.
The gunmen had demanded the
release ofseveral political prisoners,
in addition to the opening of negoti-
ations between the democratic
opposition party and the current
regime.
There are about one million peo-
ple from Myanmar living in
Thailand after fleeing what was
Burma becuase of a brutal crack-
down on democratic movements in
1988. Upon their release many of
the hostages shouted supportive slo-
gans in support of their captors.
Ilouii@[f Woftsik m
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Dili East Timor
The United Nations has taken steps
to set up an atrocities inquiry in East
Timor and Is now pushing into the
western part of East Timor
It was expected UN specialists
would arrive in East. Timor by the
end of this week. Numerous wit-
nesses will be available to provide
first-hand testimony of the human
rights violations committed by the
militias.
While security is not absolute in
the capital, Dili, the UN's Australian-
led peace force has been moving
into the west end of the territory.
There is the risk of military con-
frontation, however, as pro-
Indonesian sentiment is believed to
be much higher in the western part
of East Timor.
Grozny, Chechnya
Russian forces have launched a
ground assault on Chechnya, esca-
lating a conflict that had previously
been limited only to air strikes.
Ignoring the current Islamic
Chechen government, Russia has
decided to recognize only a small
group of pro-Moscow exiles as the
regional authority. Russia lost a war
this decade against the region and
has changed its tactics in order to
reclaim it. Russia had initially sought
to gain control of the northerly part
of die region through air strikes,
rather than applying urban gueril-
la methods which would surely add
heavy casualties to the extensive
losses sustained in 1996 during the
war.
The government wants to make
significant gains before it loses pub-
lic support, or raises public ire. The
Russian government has blamed
Chechens "bandits" for several
bombing incidents in Russian cities.
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| '®iai tije Reason |
| to Poofe €arlp! j
I §j
\ Save Your Seat Today |
ij Planning on flying home for the holidays? Seats are |
| already scarce for Christmas and New Year's 2000, so ij
| contact us now to avoid disappointment later! Take ij
Ej advantage of our unbelievable Student Class Airfares™ ij
| and extras like a free "Change Coupon" for departure i]
I changes should conflicts with your exam timetable arise
* ij
| Make sure you're home for the holidays. ij
| Call Travel CUTS now. [a
I Student Union Building Ij
| 886-8228 J
I 13 TRAVELCUTS j
jg * Subject to availability and seasonal rate adjustment. ij
g Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. g
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HOMEGROWN COMIC
r COMPETITION
:
This is THE COMEDY SHOW to see - bringing together
J the FUNNIEST LOCAL TALENT!
Cheer on your favourites as they compete
for a coveted trip
. to the JUST FOR LAUGHS FESTIVAL
,-
: to perform in front of all the HOLLYWOOD SCOUTS.
I HP 5 it's the BIG BREAK of a lifetime!
I '
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Student Life
Procrastination can kill
YvonneFarah
It is 8:00p.m. and you have a mid-
term tomorrow, but you really want
to go out
with your friends. They are
only going out for some food and
maybe a drink. You will be back in a
couple of hours and you will have
plenty of time to study. Besides, you
don't have to write the exam until
tomorrow evening. You can study
during the day
You go out and have some fun
and before you realize it is 2:00a.m.
and you are just now getting to bed.
The next morning you wake up and
just barely make your morning class
and are in a state of rush for the rest
of the day. It is now mid-afternoon
and you have had to skip your class
so you can finally sit down and study.
However, because it is a mere two
hours until your exam, you don't
have the opportunity to actually
study, you are simply skimming the
information and pretending you
truly understand it.
If those above paragraphs have
described a day in your lite, congrat-
ulations you are a frocrastincitor.
With mid-terms and major assign-
ments creeping up on us, the prob-
lem of procrastination rears it's ugly
head. Everyone procrastinates to
some extent: it is probably one of the
most common problems people have
with lime management. The litera-
ture used in this article is available at
Counselling Services here on cam-
pus.
The lirst thing to do is set priori-
ties; figure out what is important and
do that first. By postponing, it will
only catch you in a vicious procrasti-
nation cycle.
Plan the next step, many people get
stalled in the middle of a task
because they are not sure what to do
next. Make sure you plan ahead to
the next lew steps.
Break down the task so it is not as
difficult, unpleasant or intimidating.
Once you have eased yourself into
the task, you may find it is not as
bad
as you thought.
Be optimistic. If you feel you can be
successful then you will be more like-
ly to attempt the task at hand.
Try doing something for 10 min-
utes. Sit down and write, type or
read anything,
you may stimulate
some relevant
thoughts.
Cut oil' all
escape routes.
Make your pro-
crastinating obvi-
ous. If you are
watching TV
rather than read-
ing your textbook,
put the book on
the TV, not on a
shelf somewhere. Tape your list of
essay topics to the fridge. Designate
a study area - in your room, the
library, a study room, etc. Know
when you are in that area that it is
time to work.
Controlling procrastination goes
along with maintaining motivation.
Use leisure activities as rewards for
achieving goals to help keep motivat-
ed. In extreme situations, make
deals with yourself, e.g. if you get
Use leisure
activities as
rewards for
achieving
goals to stay
motivated.
your chapter finished you c.an watch
television. Under normal circum-
stances, decide to work l'or a specific
length of time (no longer than one
hour) and take a short break before
continuing.
The decision to procrastinate Is
usually made very quickly and with
little appreciation for the conse-
quences. In a mat-
ter of seconds, the
book is'closed and
put away. You
should try to fig-
ure out why you
are putting oil' a
particular task. If
you think about it,
you may realize
you need extra
help from the pro-
fessor.
Some people
may question the validity of these
suggestions. Remember, as soon as
you turn around to do another activ-
ity you are back in the cycle of pro-
crastination.
The key to success is self-discipline.
You have to feel the task you are
doing is important enough. You also
have to be understanding with your-
self, so that you can get past your
procrastination and get on with your
work.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
Solar Solutions
Bria Ball
We arc moving closer and closer to the 'real'
world, and face the not so inviting prospect of
working 40-hour weeks find paying endless
bills. We will soon be buying our own hotpes
and making our own decisions about energy
and product consumption.
Currently most electricity is either nuclear
or hydroelectric; both of which have been
known to cause major environmental reper-
cussions. Rumour has it that we are well on
our way to affordable, convenient and safe
solar and wind power and this may well be a
viable option.
An article in this
month'sShift magazine,
by Andrea Curtis,
details the progress that
has been made to open
the doors of this envi-
ronmen tally-friendly
industry to private con-
sumers.
The best part is the
cost has been cut -
implementing a solar
panel and wind turbine
system costs 90 per cent less than it did in
1980, and is now only a measlv $7,000 (initial
investment, with little to no cost in the
futurehA basic, system can be installed in
about two hours, and after the initial invest-
ment, homeowners with solar panels and a
wind turbine back-up system should be able to
generate their own power about 9fj per cent ol'
the time. The standard production is 2, MX)
watts, enough to power a house lull ol'modern
amenitiesff'or several days. The installed sys-
tem is linked to the hydro lines, and lor that
other 112» per cent of the time (during a long
stretc.il of winter dark days perhaps) the regu-
lar utility system will click in automatically,
ensuring an uninterrupted power supply
Improperly
installed
systems
could be a
fire hazard.
During the very sunny days ofsummer, excess
power produced in the home will also be auto-
matic,ally pumped back into the town's local
power supply As with all new technology,
there is lots of bureaucratic stuff in the way.
Producing your own power is only legal in
Germany, Japan, Switzerland. 27 American
states and two Canadian provinces.
Even then a stamp of safety approval is
required, and it can be hard to get. Solar envi-
ronmentalisLs voice the opinion that this is cor-
porate domination, trying to eradicate the
threat of competitive power sources. On the
llip side of the coin, a spokesperson for Ontario
I lydro makes the very valid point that home-
grown power presents a real safety concern.
Improperly
installed systems
could be a fire hazard
to the community or a
health hazard I'or
workers repairing
broken power lines (if
the solar panels are
still pumping excess
power into the lines).
Advocates of indie
power point to newly
available inverters that safely synchronize
home based renewable-energy systems with
the local utility grid; if the grid shuts down, the
solar panel or wind turbine will stop pumping
power into it.
Although there are still some bugs to be
worked . 11:!. by the time we all gel to the
'• > u\ing stage, solar and wind renew-
power is going to be a truly v;ilid, cost
> live and environmental option thai will be
vih investigating, lii the meantime, consid-
er turning oil' the lights in your room when
you're not studying, or the 'IV when you're not
watching you'll start to see thatall those tilings
that your grade four teacher suggested, will
have an elicit on vour wallet!
Cameras rolling
Carolyn Magwood
Things are truly coming together nicely
for the cast and crew of The Nature of
Reality, the independent student film
bring shot at Laurier. On Saturday,
October 2, after five months of prepara-
tion, the first scene was captured on
film. The next day, many of the 57 crew
members and 20 cast members cele-
brated with a social at the Huether
Hotel.
Looking back on the previous day's
film shoot, the production team was
ecstatic with the early and successful
results. The filming took place at Village
on the Green on University Avenue,
which was buzzing with eager cast, crew
and extras at a bright and early and
time of 7:00a.m. The end result? Five
hours of work produced three-and-a-
half minutes of actual footage.
"It went really well, and we definitely
have something to celebrate tonight,"
said Production manager Chris Baker at
the social on Sunday.
Community support for the project is
increasing. The creators have reached
agreements with some local organiza-
tions for sponsorship.
Blue Dog Bagels of University Avenue
will be providing food for the shoots,
while The Bay Waterloo at Conestoga
Mall is sponsoring the wardrobes of the
lead characters. The interest was also
evident with the presence of local print
media at the first shoot, and future fea-
tures on television media.
The social on Sunday was not only a
chance to celebrate, but gave people
involved in the project an opportunity to
meet. Actors, who only recently received
their scripts, shared initial impressions
of their characters (and this actor must
say she was delighted when the produc-
tion manager told a fellow
actor and
herself: "You guys are the
two geekiest
characters in the film!")
This project is a chance for Laurier
students to have a unique learning expe-
rience.
Judging by the diverse number of
behind-the-scenes roles, many are tak-
ing advantage of the opportunity.
LUKE
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A mature
opinion
Sara Paine
As I walked through the hallways
ofWilfrid Laurier University during
the first week, I couldn't help but
feel like an outsider.
As the frosh fanfare went on, I
located my classes, organized my
binders and went grocery shop-
ping.
The closest I came to feeling
like a 'real frosh' was when I stood
in an incredibly long line to recieve
my OSAP loan. It was almost rem-
iniscent of waiting for the first
Lollapooza tickets.
Boring. I know.
But you see, that's o.k. I'm what
people might call the dreaded
'Mature Student'. I have been
there, done that.
During my first college experi-
ence at Humber College in
Toronto. I too, reveled in the great
sea of parties, club-crawling and
any other social outings possible.
1 also experienced the after-
maths of those evenings, such as
the vomiting in strange and unique
places.
I finished my three year journal-
ism diploma and ventured into the
real world. With my diploma I was
able to find a job in a veterinary
clinic.
Journalism really hadn't
worked out for me but, in the end,
ffiy job at* the Veterinary cMc
taught me more than my three
years at Humber ever had.
Growing up is a hard thing to do
but, believe it or not happens.
Case in point: I actually enjoy
being back atschool and hitting the
books again. This time around 1
amnothung-over for Friday morn-
ing classes
,
because of those late
Thursday nights.
This time, 1 am actually spend-
ing most of my own money. At this
point in my life I also realize the
importance ofgoing to every class,
keeping up with the reading and
studying for more than one hour
Although I had decent acadmeic
marks in college, I lacked real
«»wU • TO.ld exigence. That experience
gives a person depth into the many
'whys' of what is going on in your
life.
I guess what it comes down to is
when you go back to school as a
mature student, you fully compre-
hend the consequences of your
actions and are ready to to be
accountable for everything you do.
Hssentailly, school is your primary
objective.
For the frosh just entering
laurier this year, their job is to go
to school. But it is .almost as impor-
tant for them to socialize, go out,
meet friends and have a good time.
This to is a process of learning.
So while I have graduated with
a degree in Social Outings
Incorporated and a minor in
Alcohol 101,1 am sure some of the
younger students in my class could
show me a thing or two when it
comes to Shakespeare.
It has been a while.
Touch of the real world blues
Yvonne Farah
Someone once told me university
was going to be the best four years of
my life. I am sure you have heard
that once or twice.
But what happens to our lives after
university? No one usually talks
about our lives in a positive light
after we graduate. It is almost as if
we walk through those first 20-
something years of our lives in a
straight line and that line ceases to
exist after we finish university.
We enter what is termedto be the
'real world'. The real world is a cold
and dark place where horrible adult
issues begin to creep up on us. It is a
mundane reality where we go to
work and come homefive long days
of the week. At least this is what we
perceive it to be.
Nowonder we all dread what will
happen to us after we finish univer-
sity. Very few of us know exactly
what we to be when we 'grow up'.
This is why most of us try to squeeze
every drop of living into our four
years of university.
I, too, once dreaded entering the
real world, where I would have to
find a real job, a real place to live and
a real significant other. These ideas
will take up more of your time than
anything else in the near future, if
they don't already.
I have decided
since I will live
most of my years,
probably 50 or
more years, out-
side of university, I
hadbetter find out
the secrets to suri-
val in the real
world while I was
here. There are
many skills I
need
to truly hone in on
during my
remaining two years here at Laurier.
However, there are a few I picked up
along the way.
These are the insights I have
gained from my experiences over
the last three years.
In my first year of university, I
learned a lot about independence. I
learned that living away from home
is wonderful and can become
Very few of
us know
what we
want to be
when we
grow up.
incredible when you learn to cook
for yourself. This when you begin to
eat like royalty. I got a feeling of
accomplishment and belonging
when I looked at my apartment on
Bricker and could
call it my home. I
learned how to
live independent
of my parents.
In second year,
I discovered more
about myself
through extensive
involvement in
activities on cam-
pus. I was involved
in an absurd
amount of
extracurricular
activitias, and eventually the 18-hour
days began to take their toll. My
roommates began to forget what I
looked like. I loved everything I was
involved in and wanted to do it all,
but realized I wasn't a superhero. I
learned I need to sample everything
in moderation, making sure I left
time for myself.
I have now entered my third year
and I want to do more than I can
accomplished in any single year. I
want to do everything I have always
wanted to do, but could never find
the time. These desires extend them-
selves beyond university living. I
have decided to explore this wish list
cautiously.
There were a couple of things I
have always wanted to do and I did
them. I wanted to write; here is my
article for the Cord. I wanted to
spend a Sunday in bed; I did. I have
always wanted to travel; this sum-
mer I went England.
This wish list expands itself
beyond the four corners of Laurier. I
am slowly learning to live the my life
outside of university. I have seen the
real world and it isn't nearly as bad
as we make it out to be.
If you can find joy in your daily
activities, then the real world will be
a better place. If you find a job you
love, the real world attains a status
of greatness. If you love to live
through your own means and on
your own terms, the next 50 years
will be better then the four spent at
university.
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MMM...Drinks
Here are this weeks Thanksgiving themed drinks. The last one are
punches which can be enjoyed at your festivities this weekend.
Orange Crush
1 1/4 oz. Vodka
3/4 oz. Triple Sec
2 oz. Orange Juice
Stir with ice in a tall glass.
Bacardi Confetti Punch
750 ml. Bacardi Light Rum
6 oz. can Frozen LemonadeConcentrate
6 oz. can Frozen Grapefruit Concentrate
6 oz. can Fruit Cocktail, drained
2 liters Club Soda, chilled . '
Combine the first four ingredients in a large chi|Lfor two
hours, stirring occasionally. mixture in apunch
bowl and add two litres of Club $BdfcS%gently?To makg ifmorefestive try
putting a mediumsized bowl • ;
URGENT NOTICE
To All Students Planning to
Travel Christmas
Owing to the Millennium New Year, reservations for air
travel are heavier than normal. All students are therefore
urged to book their Student Class™ airfares now to avoid
disappointment later. Student Class™ airfares, between
Canadian cities, are available exclusively from
Travel CUTS, Canada's national student travel bureau.
IITRA¥ELCUIS j
Student Union Building |
3rd Floor, 886-8228
Ownedand operated ky the CanadianFederation ofStudmts.
Keystones will
be on sale
next week!
Get yours soon.
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF LINUX!
■
□SB□ R N E
MEDIA GROUP
Linux: Complete Reference (includes Red Hat 6.0!)
Available at.... discounts!-
Waterloo Computer Books
BA-1 50 University Ave. West Hours: Mon-Fri 10-9
Campus Court Plaza Sat 10-6
Phone: 746-6042
Sun 12-5
I'PIS" |
Witch's, moons, ghosts 1
112 „ff
and goblins
'
L a set of nails and pur-
1
P chase of a airbrush design 1
(%s#'(/ bring the coupon in) I
1 w\>vr!»csi('MS iocnooscrwM.
I siuotvi peict
|| ( acrylic nails with student 1.1).)
B Street South Waterloo §
883 — 0882 ~ 8
Feature
Cooking 101
by Patricia Lancia
Students come to university
with a wide range of cooking
abilities. There's the"I could-
n't boil water to save my life"
kind of student. There's the"I
know how to make Kraft
Dinner and put chicken fin-
gers in the oven, so leave me
alone" student. There's the"I
started cooking when I was six
years old and I could prepare
a dinner for 12 if I had to"
type of student.
If you happen to fall into the first cat-
egory, this feature should prove helpful.
If you're the second type of student, you
already know the basics when it comes
to cooking, but you could probably learn
a bit more. If you're the third type of stu-
dent, you can skip straight to the part on
gourmet cooking.
There are so many good reasons to
cook for yourself: you save money
because you don't have to eat out or buy
processed foods, it reminds you of home,
you can impress your boyfriend/girl-
friend, it's relaxing, you won't be eating
I couldn't boil water to
save my life!
the same thing every day.
For those of you who can't even boil
water, lets go over some elementary
kitchen tools.
This is a pot. You boil
things in it. You can cook
pot roasts in it.
This is a pan. You can
make eggs and pancakes
and cook chicken in it.
This is a knife. You
chop things with it.
It's important to have
a sharp knife so you
don't cut yourself.
There are three main keys to learning
how to cook: timing, temperature and
patience. If you can get a handle on
these three things, you'll have a good
start.
TIMING
Preparing a meal is all about timing -
and by "meal" I mean there's going to be
more than two items of food on your
plate at the same time. Having all the
food ready at once is important so some
items aren't overcooked (ie. dried out or
mushy) while others need to cook a little
longer (ie. the chicken is still pink
inside).
Timing means planning ahead. It
means knowing what can stay in the
oven or on the stove a little longer if it
has to and what can be made ahead of
time.
Tip #1: Have all of
your ingredients ready -
premeasured and precut
- before you start cook-
ing. There's nothing
worse than burning your
food because you had to
stop to chop some veg-
etables or get an ingre-
dient you forgot about.
Having everything ready
ahead also means you
won't get halfway
through a recipe only to
realize something's missing.
Aside from saving a great deal of frus-
tration, prepping ahead allows you to
focus your attention on what you're
cooking. If you're trying to take care of
three dishes at once you don't need any
extra hassles.
Tip #2: Know how long it takes to
cook things. If you're putting fish in the
oven for 20 minutes and the vegetables
take 5 minutes, then it would make
sense to start your vegetables 15 min-
utes after you put the fish in the oven.
The same rule applies if you're taking
five hours to cook a turkey
Recipes
give you
temperature
directions
for a reason.
(mmm...Thanksgiving), 45 minutes to
cook and prepare mashed potatoes, 15
minutes to make gravy, 15 minutes to
make glazed carrots,
... you get the idea.
Tip #3: Know what foods can wait
and what foods require exact timing.
Oven-roasted potatoes can stay warm in
the oven. Meats will generally get dried
out if they're left for too long. If your veg-
etables are done cooking too soon, take
them out of the boiling water, put them
in some cold water and reheat them for
a couple of seconds just
before serving.
Tip #4: Prepare foods
ahead whenever possi-
ble. You're hosting a
potluck dinner and you'll
be serving pasta salad,
hotdogs, veggie burgers
and baked potatoes. The
pasta salad can be made
the night before. The
potatoes can be partially
cooked and wrapped in
tinfoil the same day.
"
Making foods ahead of
time helps make the final meal run more
smoothly.
TEMPERATURE
One of the frustrating parts of learn-
ing to cook is having things either stick
to the pan and burn because the heat is
too high or having them take forever to
cook because the heat is too low.
Tip #1: Follow the directions. Recipes
give you temperature directions for a
reason. Packaged foods give you temper-
ature directions for a reason.
Tip #2: When grilling or barbecueing,
make sure the grill is very hot. This will
tafr Woyg fl® .taps OOow 0® C@@lk
1. COOKBOOKS
Cookbooks often include plenty of tips
and how-tos along with more recipes
than you'll probably ever use.
2. COOKING MAGAZINES
Magazines exist for pretty much every
type of cooking. These magazines, aside
from having lots of recipes, also include
information on cooking techniques and
kitchen gadgets.
If you're too embarrassed to admit to
buying a cooking magazine, or would
rather die than be seen buying one, get
someone else to pick one up for you.
3. FOOD TV
Not only do you get those great Food
TV personalities, but you can learn to
cook while you watch. Picking up cutting
and cooking techniques is much easieY
when you can see how it is done.
Programming ranges from high-ener-
gy cuisine a la Emeril Lagasse to cook
along shows such as Cooking Live.
Channel 56 on local cable.
4. GET SOMEONE TO SHOW YOU
There's no substitute for a good
teacher. Not only can you ask questions
as you go, but you get some moral sup-
port too. So, find a friend who knows
their
way around a kitchen and offer to
buy them dinner if you burn everything.
Word to the wise: avoid the Martha
Stewart's
among your friends. There's
nothing more frustrating than being
repeatedly told you're not doing some-
thing right.
Quick and Easy Pasta
Sauce
1 tsp olive oil
1 cup chopped onion
4 garlic cloves, minced
2 tbsp balsamic vinegar or 1/4 cup dry red wine
1 tbsp sugar
2 tsp dried basil
2 tbsp tomato paste
1/2 tsp dried Italian seasoning
1/4 tsp black pepper
2 14.5-ounce cans diced tomatoes, undrained
2 tbsp chopped fresh parsley
Heat oil in pan over medium-high heat. Add onion and garlic; cook 5
minutes. Stir in vinegar and next six ingredients (vinegar through toma-
toes); bring to boil. Reduce heat to medium, cook uncovered about 15
minutes. Add parsley.
Makes 3 cups
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* SHORT STORY CONTEST *
Cord Arts and the Features section are accepting entires for the Fall Short Story Contest
sear the meat, give you those funky grill
marks, and help meats stay moist by
locking in the juice.
Tip #3: For cooking on the stove,
when in doubt start on medium-high.
Unless the recipe calls for it, few things
need to start cooking on low or medium.
You can always make the
pan hotter if you start on
medium-high, and you
reduce the risk of burn-
ing your food.
Tip #4: Unless you're
baking, oven tempera-
tures can be varied
slightly. If chicken fingers
need to cook at 425
degrees for 25 minutes
and french fries need to
cook at 375 degrees for
15 minutes, put the oven
at 400 degrees and keep
an eye on your food.
Preheating the oven is also (usually)
unnecessary, unless you're baking a cake
or cooking something that requires exact
temperature and timing.
PATIENCE
Too many people play with their food
while they're cooking it. Unless you're
asked to "stir constantly," there's no need
Too many
people play
with their
food
instead of
cooking it.
to be poking, prodding, flipping and
checking your food every 30 seconds.
In many cases, playing with your food
prevents it from cooking properly. Case in
point - when you're grilling a steak or
pan-frying a chicken breast, pulling at it
before it's done cooking rips the meat
and ruins the browning
process.
Tip #1: DON'T PLAY
WITH YOUR FOOD!
Cooking requires pa-
tience, there's no way
around it.
Tip #2: Cover your
food, don't look at it.
Close the lid when you're
barbecueing, put a lid on
the pasta while it's boil-
ing, resist the urge to
open the oven door.
This isn't to say you
should never check how food is coming
along, but the less you look the less like-
ly you'll be to mess with your food.
Tip #3: Set a timer so you know when
you're food is done or when it has to be
flipped/stirred/etc.
This is helpful when cooking rice.
Most people get sticky rice because a)
they add too much water, and b) they
don't let the rice cook without stirring it.
Chicken Picante
1/2 cup chunky salsa
1/4 cup Dijon-style mustard
2 tbsp lime juice
3 boneless, skinless chicken
breasts, halved
2 tbsp margarine
plain yogurt or sour cream
Combine salsa, mustard and lime juice.
Add chicken, turning to coat. Cover; mar-
inate in fridge at least 30 minutes.
Melt margarine in pan on medium.
Remove chicken; reserve marinade. Cook
chicken 10 minutes or until brown on
both sides. Add marinade; cook 5 min-
utes or until chicken is tender.
Remove chicken. Boil marinade on
high for 1 minute. Pour sauce over chick-
en. Serve with yogurt or sour cream.
Makes 6 servings
c3db3b to iSk toft.®
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There are tons of cookbooks aimed at
students'. Many include cooking how-
tos, shopping tips and economical
recipes.
Cheap and Easy Cooking: The Survival
Guide for College Students
by Joe Dobrowolski
The Starving Students' Cookbook
by DeDe Hall
Recipes 4 Rez: A College Student's
Cookbook
by Bradley G. Hamilton
The Complete I Hate to Cook Book
by Peg Bracken
Student's Vegetarian Cookbook: Quick,
Easy, Cheap, and Tasty Vegetarian
Recipes
by Carole Raymond
Rice and Black
Bean Salad
2 cups cooked rice, cooled
1 cup canned black beans,
drained
1 medium tomato, seeded
and chopped
1/2 cup shreeded cheddar cheese
(optional)
1 tbsp parsley
1/4 cup Italian salad dressing
1 tbsp lime juice
lettuce leaves
Combine rice, beans, tomato,
cheese and parsley in large bowl.
Pour dressing and lime juice over
rice mixture; toss lightly. Serve on
lettuce leaves.
Makes 4 servings
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Going gourmet
For those people who come to university
with a passion for food and a knack for
improvising recipes, cooking can always
be taken to the next "gourmet" level.
What defines gourmet cooking? Fresh
ingredients, combining and contrasting
flavours and textures, preparation and
presentation, flexibility and risk, and
learning the lingo.
FRESH INGREDIENTS
Fresh ingredients are the foundation
for gourmet cooking. Not only fresh, but
the best. This means buying in small
quantities and buying often. It also
means getting real whipping cream
instead of the pre-fab, petroleum-based,
sprays-out-of-a-can kind of whipped top-
ping. You get the idea.
Gourmet is extra virgin olive oil, fresh
herbs, seasonal fruits and vegetables,
homemade stock.
FLAVOURS AND TEXTURES
Gourmet cooks know what flavours go
well together. They know how to mix
herbs and spices, citrus, infused oils, and
complement meats and vegetables with-
out being overwhelming. Part instinctive,
part understanding, mixing flavours
takes practice and experience.
The same is true for textures.
Different chefs have different theories
when it comes to texture. Some say there
should be something crunchy in every
dish. Some say it doesn't matter. Once
again, experimentation and experience
are the best ways to learn.
PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION
Taking the extra time to cut food into
even and precise pieces, cook foods sep-
arately, shock blanched vegetables and
make specific garnishes are some of the
hallmarks of gourmet food. It takes time
to prepare a dish properly, time that
many everyday cooks don't care to
waste.
Go to any restaurant where they serve
gourmet food and you'll automatically
notice the care taken in presenting the
food. Eating is just as much about the
way the food looks as the way it smells
and tastes. Plating can be vertical, it can
involve fancy sauces and garnishes,
whatever the technique it always high-
lights the meal and enhances the food.
FLEXIBILITY AND RISK
Gourmet cooks already know what
they're doing in the kitchen, so if they
can't find an ingredient or they don't
have enough time for a particular recipe,
they improvise.
Gourmet cooking also involves taking
risks. Yes, you can prepare the same old
recipes with the same old ingredients
over and over again, but where would
the fun be in that. Taking risks means
realizing that few absolutes exist and
ingredients can be combined in almost
endless variation.
THE LINGO
Chefs use quite a few fancy terms, and
gourmet cooking often comes across as
pretentious for this very reason.
Techniques, ingredients, cut sizes, tools -
all have terms attached to them that
most people are unfamiliar with.
Aside from buying a dictionary of
cooking terms there is little you can do to
pick them up. One other option is to
watch chefs in action and listen to how
they describe what they're doing.
When in doubt, go with your gut.
If
you don't know what a timbale or a roux
is then take into account the recipe's end
result and find a substitute from there.
For those budding chefs out there (if
you watch Food TV you know who you
are), a good book to start with is Gourmet
Cooking for Dummies. By renowned chef
Charlie Trotter, this book is a great start
to more advanced cooking.
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We want your best fiction (any style) between 2,500 and 3,000 words long.
Submit stories, along with your name, phone number and student number, by November 8.
Stories can be dropped off in the Arts Page Editor's mailbox in the Cord Office.
The winning story will be printed in the November 17 Features section.
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Sports
Injuries lead to loss
Woodie Brown
The women's soccer team went into
this week's games against Western
and McMaster, two of the league's
top teams, with a 1-3-1 record. They
were hoping to turn the season
around after a promising win against
McMaster last week.
Unfortunately for the team, how-
ever, four starters were still out with
injuries. Western was simply too
strong on Friday, and Laurier could
not keep up, losing 2-0.
The McMaster gamepromised to
be another tough game for the
Hawks but, even though they fought
hard, they lost a heartbreaker, 2-1.
They started the game by controlling
the midfield but quickly gave up sev-
eral chances testing the keeper.
On another shot, one of the
Laurier fullbacks had to make a save
after they were unable to clear the
ball. With plays like these, the Hawks
kept the game close.
N
They came up inches short on a
couple of lead passes and shots,
including a free kick that just sailed
over the top of the net.
McMaster's first goal came on a
great free kick from the top of the
box that curled into the near corner,
barely getting past the diving keeper.
It was an incredible shot nearly
impossible for the keeper to make a
save.
Just as Ixiurier seemed to be get-
ting closer to a goal (Melanin Witzell
missed a sliding kick into the open
net by inches) McMaster was award-
ed another free kick from nearly the
same spot as the first. Ibis time, the
Marauder fullback crossed the ball
into the crease where the ball was
headed into the far corner for anoth-
er goal that just got by the diving
keeper.
After the halftime break, the
Hawks continued to press but were
stopped consistently. Finally, Laurier
was given a penalty kick Tammy
Scurr capitalized on to make the
score 2-1. However, despite a num-
ber of great opportunities, Laurier
was unable to tie the game. They just
could not put theball in the net. They
seemed unable to complete passes,
and this allowed the Marauders to
keep the lead. McMaster looked too
quick for the Laurier defenders, and
their passes were too precise.
Laurier's keeper was the only reason
the fined score remained so close.
Men's Soccer
After last week's disappointing loss to
McMaster, the men's team was look-
ing for an upset against the nation's
top team in London. However, they
played a very tentative first halfand
did not look like the team that was
unbeaten in their first four games.
The Hawks went into halftime
down 2-0, and things did not look
good. In contrast to the first half, the
Hawks played up to their potential
and came away with a tie.
"They played great in the second
halfof the game. This team showed
a lot of character by coming back
from a two goal deficit," said coach
Barry MacLean.
In Sunday's rematch against
McMaster, they started the game
with the same amount of intensity,
and came close on several good scor-
ing opportunities.
But, "after stalling the game with
a lot of skill, they began to look hap-
hazard out there;. They didn't make
good passes, and the defence didnot
play very sound," lamented
MacLean.
The Golden Hawks made great
lead and cross passes that were
almost converted into goals, but
were always stopped by the
McMaster keeper.
After Ken Cartmel scored on a
loose ball set up by another nice
cross into the box, they seemed to
back off, and did not play with the
same intensity. With 30 minutes left
in the game the Laurier defenders
allowed a McMaster forward to
weave through the box and set up a
shot for a wide open forward streak-
ing in from the side.
The Hawks did not begin to pick
up their game until the last few min-
utes when they began to dominate
the flow of the game and had sever-
al more great chances. Finally,
Braden Douglas scored in injury time
to give Laurier the win, 2-1. It was a
game that certainly should not have
been as close as it was.
"It was the second worst game
that they have played this year,"
noted MacLean. The Hawks are now
4-1-2 and will play Guelph and
Windsor this week, teams MacLean
says, "they can and should beat, if
MILA
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Scores
Women's Rugby
Laurier 7, KMC 0
Record: 1-3
Men's Rugby
Laurier 19, Toronto 20
Record: 1-3
Men's Volleyball
WLU Invitational
sth place game
Laurier 3, Guelph 2
Finished: sth place
Women's Volleyball
WLU Invitational Final
Laurier 0, McMaster 3
Finished: 2nd place
Women's Soccer
Laurier 0, Western 2
*
Laurier 0, McMaster 2
Record: 1-5-1
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Men's Soccer
[ Laurier 2, Western 2
Laurier 2, McMaster. 1
Record: 4-1-2
,
'
-
Football
Laurier 6, Western 39
Record: 3-1
-
Baseball
Laurier 4, Brock 8 ;
Record: 0-17
Women's Lacrosse
Laurier 11, Western 7
Laurier 6, McMaster 8
Record: 2-2
Men's Lacrosse
Laurier 14, Toronto 9
Record: 4-0
This Week
In Sports
Women's Rugby
Thurs. Oct. 7 @ York, 3 pm
Wed. Oct. 13 vs. Waterloo, 3 pm
Rugb
Women set to spike West
Todd Dougherty
Building on last year's good finish, the women's
volleyball team will be looking to move into the
upper echelon of O.UA. volleyball this season.
With four returning starters and a bunch of tal-
ented newcomers, this should be the Lady
Hawks' best season in a long time, perhaps
ever.
Captain Stacey McCoy has done it all for the
Hawks in her first three years, and will again
be relied upon heavily during the 1999/2000
campaign. McCoy will quarterback the Hawks
offense as the setter, and is also one of the
league's best defensive players.
The Hawks have another defensive stand-
out in Stratford native Karen Galloway (also in
her fourth season). Galloway possesses an
exceptional vertical as well as great quickness,
both of which help make up for her small
stature. She will have to handle a lot of court
on service reception for the Hawks, as passing
serve may be this team's weakness early in the
season.
Coach Russ Woloshyn will look to Paula
Watson (an FHQ graduate) to shoulder the
bulk of the offensive load until some of the less
experienced players have a chance to develop.
Watson can be a dominating force at the net,
and will have to carry this team until the
Hawks' fast-paced offense has a chance to get
fine-tuned.
The distance this team can go will ulti-
mately be determined by the performance of
the middle. The loss of both Steph Dart and
LaraStucke in the middle is significant, and fill-
ing this void will be coach Woloshyn's most
pressing dilemma. The only returning player
at this position is Karen Gosling who has limit-
ed playing experience at the varsity level, and
is a little on the small side to play middle.
The others looking to fill this spot are all
first-year players: Nancy Bresee, Amanda
Kennedy, Kareen Hinds and Nicole Paine (both
also FHCI graduates). If a couple of these play-
ers can develop quickly, the Hawks should be a
force to be reckoned with; if not, setterMcCoy
will have to rely solely on the outside and
teams may key on this. Fortunately, with the
presence of the newly adopted Libero, whom
ever is in the middle blocking position will only
have to play the three front court rotations.
Natalie Badour and talented rookie Hannah
Snider will get most of the court time at libero.
Snider may also see some time at left-side.
The right-side position will be left to one of
Amy Camblin or Lisa Wallace. They both pos-
sess excellent skills but must improve their
consistency as well as their ability to find the
floor on the attack.
A wildcard for the Hawks is NCAAtransfer
Lisa Didiodato. She is a talented setter whowill
present some interesting options for coach
Woloshyn when she is eligible. Didiodato is not
eligible until November 26, due to the ClAU's
transfer rules.
The 1999/2000 Lady Hawks' true strength
may be their team depth. Add rookies Beata
Dziadkowiec, Mary Reitzel and JenniferStobo
to the above talent and the Hawks have no less
than 16 players with the ability to contribute.
With this kind of depth, practices should be
very competitive. This quality competition at
practice, day in and day out, may help the
Hawks to develop an edge that can push them
over the top.
This team plays an exciting, fast-paced
brand of volleyball everyone should
check out.
The ladies start the regular season with home
games on
October 15th and 16th (both 6 pm
starts), against theWindsor Lancers. Take the
time to come and see this team play — you
won't be disappointed.
JENNIFER
MCGIBBON
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Tennis 2 legit to quit
Francesca Ricci
This weekend, the Laurier women's
tennis team was scheduled to play
host to McGill and Western at the
Doon Racquet Club in Kitchener.
Unfortunately, late Friday night five
members of the McGill team were
involved in tin automobile accident
on the 401 near Kingston.
Luckily, no one was seriously
injured after the car rolled over three
times. Oneof the team members suf-
fered injuries to her shoulder and
another was badly bruised.
Despite the turn of events,
L'lurier and Western played their
matches on Saturday morning. All
eight of Western's players were
strong, steady players, but Laurier
managed to take two matches from
the Mustangs. Nadia Petryshyn won
her singles match 6-3, 7-6 against
the number one seed. Both women
demonstrated their tremendous shot
making abilities.
As well, the Hawks defeated
Western in doubles action. Nadia
Petryshyn and Francesca Ricci
teamed up to post an 8-5 win.
The final tournamentof the sea-
son will be October 14, against
Waterloo. The team hopes to finish
the season by sweeping the
Warriors.
Baseball finally over
Anna Bajorek
Dirt clung to the bottom of the cleats,
not* one baseball uniform was its
whitest and everyone was drenched,
including the fans who wondered if
Laurier's baseball team was crazy
for playing in this weather.
Saturdays weather at Memorial
Stadium was no less forgiving as
Laurier played one game of a dou-
bleheader against Waterloo. As the
rain continued to pour, the baseball
game proceeded to last only six
innings when both teams called it
quits and headed home.
Laurier played a tough game, but
were defeated, 8-4. John Bell, who
pitched all six innings, had a fair
game
with five strikeouts and two
walks. He threw about 105 pitches
to complete Laurier's final game of
the season.
Laurier was down 8-0 until the
bottom of the sth inning when three
runs were scored. "We got off to a
bad start," commented Coach Gary
Kay. "We made a couple of errors
and they capitalized on them."
The fifth inning was the turning
point for Laurier. With one out, sec-
ond baseman Adam Hodgins
stepped up to bat.
Hodgins proceeded to hit a line
drive towards centre field for a dou-
ble. Glen Home advanced Hodgins
to second base with a short chopper,
but was out at first.
Next up to bat was the catcher,
Colin Kay. With his third time at bat,
he slammed the ball towards centre
field, which resulted in a doubleand
put Laurier on the board with the
leading runner.
With a man on second and two
outsit was up to shortstop Terry
Arges to keep the inning alive. In the
pouring rain, Arges smacked theball
towards left field for a two-run home
run, Laurier's only home run of the
day. The score was now 8-3.
In the sixth and final inning,
Laurier added to their score to finish
the game at 8-4. First at bat, Scott
Smith lined one towards centre for a
double.
Dave Van de Leer grounded the
ball into left field for a single, which
left men on first and third. Ryan
Davidson hit a sacrifice fly towards
Waterloo's pitcher to advance Van de
Leer to second. With the runners in
scoring position, Adam Hodgins was
walked to leave the bases loaded.
With two outs, Glen Home
stepped up to the plate. Home had
a good eye for the ball resulting in
another walk for Laurier.
This advanced Scott Smith to
score at home plate and finalized the
score at 8-4. The inning ended with
a grounder to the third baseman for
an out at the plate.
Though Laurier was defeated in
the playoff round, coach Gary Kay
commented after the game, "It
would have been nice to have gone
to 7 innings, but (Laurier) went
through the game with good spirits."
After all, isn't that what Laurier s all
about.
Athletes of the Week
Nadia Petryshyn
- Women's Tennis
Nadia, a first-year economics stu-
dent from Ajax, defeated Western's
number 1 seed 6-3,7-6 in a tourna-
mentat Laurier this weekend. She
then combined with Fran Ricci to
oust Western's Number 1 doubles
seed. Nadia was also named OUA
athlete of the week.
Kenny Cartniill
- Men's Soccer
Ken had two goals this weekend for
the men's soccer team. His first goal
riSme against theWestern Mustangs
and helped secure a 2-2 tie with the
ClAtl's number one ranked team.
In his second game against
McMaster, Cartmill notched the first
goal of the game ina 2-1 Hawk vic-
tory.
kris kross kountry
Shannon T. McMahon
Saturday afternoon the Laurier
Golden Hawk cross country running
team competed against eight other
universities at a nearby meet hosted
by the University ofWaterloo.
On a cold and wet day, Laurier
turned in some gutsy performances
from all their competitors. On the
women's side, Laurier s top finisher
was Andrea Peebles who placed
65th out of 105 in a time of 21:45
over the skm distance.
Other Golden Hawk finishers
were Heather Swift in 80th, Janet
Wocjik in 87th, Jen Benson (compet-
ing with a sore ankle) in 98th and
Jessica Schmidt in 103rd.
As a team, the "ladyhawks" fin-
ished 9th out of nine teams but,
despite the last place finish, coach
Ray Koenig hadsome positive things
to say about the cross-country
women. "I think we clid reasonably
well considering our experience."
The skm distance was won by
Marta Vanetic from the University of
Guelph in a time of 18:30.
Now to the men side of things
(why "men?" Because there was
only one of them!). Jeff Golisky fin-
ished 88th out of 100 competitors in
a time of 40:07 over 10km. Coach K
is looking for big things this year
from newcomer Ryan Dalziel, who
didn't run due to a family matter.
Ryan's first meet for the Hawks will
be this Thursday when they travel to
London to take on the fourth-ranked
Western Mustangs.
If any men are still interested in
joining the cross-country team and
can run, jog or walk ten kilometers
in 39 minutes or less, please contact
Ray Koenig @ 884-0710ext. 2118 or
ext. 2437, or at the AC @ 2184.
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GoodLife fitness-top clubs in the world
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Go world class! Get the best... Join GoodLife today!
Maureen "Mo* Hagan was selected the Top Fitness Director in the World by the International Dance 8, Exercise Association covering 80 countries worldwide*
GoodUfe Fitness is also the first and only fitness club to win the Outstanding Business Achievement Award from the Chamber of Commerce • Picked "Best Club
•iff Canada" by the world's most prestigious fitness club consultingcompany. Club ManagementServices of the United States • More equipment per member
than aay club! • Your membershipis good at almost 50 clubs in Ontario * Established for 20 years • More resources for you because we have more physical
sdueatioft graduates,kinesiology and fitness specialists working for your needs at GoodLife than any other fitness company in the world • On top of all that,
? v;- . we're a very comfortable, very affordable club • You can lose weight, shape up, look good and feel great!
Time limited offer. Other fees and some restrictions may apply. Other membershipsavailable.
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BOWL
10:00 PM
Evaty Saturday
Mlghtll
tunes are turned up
lights are turned down
Bring in this ad and get
a lane for 1/2 price, plus no
charge for rental shoes!!
Open to persons 19 years of age and over.
Licensed under the L.L.8.0.
'limited lanes available, phone for reservations*
Waterloo
Bowling Lanes
14 Princess St. West, Waterloo
(behind the Huether Hotel)
886-2900 IF BUSY 886-2370
Snack Bar - Free Parking
Rugby Rules
Ruth Stadelmayer
It was a cold, cloudy day in Kingston
on Oct. 2, but WLU's women'srugby
teamwas still able to defeat RMC.
The women of Laurier were in
good position to win this game due
to the fact RMC was a first-year var-
sity team. However, the fact both
teams in this game were relatively
new to the league was not apparent
in the least.
At the beginning of the first half,
Laurier's aggression, passion and
energy were all present. When the
women wearing purple and gold
took their offence to the next level,
Crystal Wright, the team's prop, took
the ball over RMC's end line with
vigour and scored the Hawks' first
try of the season. The score was
then bumped up when Amanda
MacLean, the flyhalf, kicked the ball
through the crossbars for the con-
vert and an extra two points.
The thrill was overwhelming and
the women of WLU took a few
moments to celebrate their 7-0 lead.
With an unsuccessful attempt by
RMC to catch the Hawks, the first
half ended with in the lead.
At the start of the second half,
Laurier was encouraged and moti-
vated by their try, but not energetic
enough to score another. However,
they made up for their lack of
offence with some tremendous
defence. Despite the fact RMC
played most of the second half in
Laurier s end, they were unsuccess-
ful in finishing ahead of the Hawks.
Laurier worked hard on defence,
which allowed them to maintain
their lead and finish with the win,
but for the rest of the game they
would remain only one try ahead in
a match deemed "a tight game" by
coach Dawn Trussell.
So far, the women of Laurier
have improved with each game and
as such are inspired by a future that
holds only hope. Congratulations on
the win and good luck in the next
game against York!
Cooked Hawk
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LONDON
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V-ball tourney a hit
Todd Dougherty
This past weekend (Oct. 1-3), the
Hawks men's and women'svolleyball
teams played host to 14 teams at this
year's preseason WLU Invitational
tournament held at the AC. On the
women's side, Laurier's opponents
included Waterloo, Windsor,
McMaster, Brock and SenecaCollege
(one pool of six), and on the men's
side came Laurentian, Guelph,
Waterloo, Ryerson, Windsor,
McMaster and Montreal(two pools of
four).
The Lady Hawks finished first in
pool play winning all five preliminary
round matches to earn a birth in the
championship match. This included
an impressive 2-1 victory over a
McMaster teamconsistently near the
top of the West Division the past few
years. Stacey McCoy directed a var-
ied offensive display demonstrating
the potential this team possesses.
Paula Watson led the WLU attack
with an impressive show of power
the Marauders could not seem to
counter. The Hawks also managed a
3-0 victory over the cross-town
Warriors that included 13 consecu-
tive points scored on Karen
Galloway's excellent, pin-point serv-
ing.
The ladies suffered a letdown in
the tournament final with a disap-
pointing threeset sweep at the hand
of the McMaster Marauders.
However, the silver medal perform-
ance is a good start to the season the
Hawks' will surely build on. Stacey
McCoy and Paula Watson were both
named to the tournament all-star
team.
On the men's side, the Hawks did-
n't fare quite as well, stumbling to a
fifth place finish. They did have their
moments, though, including an excit-
ing five set loss to a good Montreal
squad (15-13 in the fifth set), and a 3-
1 victory over archrival Waterloo.
Mark Reimer performed surpris-
ingly well for Laurier, considering he
only had a couple of practices under
his belt before the weekend because
of some foot problems. The Hawks
will be without the services of third-
year middle Ryan Teßoekhorst for a
while, as he cracked a couple of
bones in his hitting hand whileblock-
ing on the weekend.
Similar to the Lady Hawks, the
real strength of the men's teamlies in
their bench strength. The Hawks
have a good crop of rookies who
demonstrated over the weekend they
may be ready sooner than expected
to contribute. The Hawks' received
encouraging performances from all
four of their first-year players; Scott
Ellis, Dave Wood, Trevor Eaton and
Tyler Chatterson (who filled in well
for Teßoekhorst when he hurt his
hand).
The tournamentwas won by the
Laurentian Voyageurs with an excit-
ing five set victory over the McMaster
Marauders. The Marauders were
led by former Golden Hawk Kevin
Shonk.
Kelsey Orth had a solid perform-
ance for the Hawks, and was
rewarded by being named to the
tournament all-star team.
Laurentian'sAlan Arsenault was the
MVP.
Come and check out the Hawks next
Friday and Saturday (Oct. 15th and
16th), when they host the Windsor
Lancers at the AC. Both games start
at Bpm.
WLU Hockey Players Win
Prestigious Scholarship
Trajon Langdon
IWo VVLU women's hockey players
have been iselected to receive the
Beatrice high school girl's hockey
scholarship. It is awarded to a col-
lege or university student on the
basis of combining hockey with aca-
demic acheivement and community
service.
This year's winners are rookies
Kristen Lipscombe and G-13 mem-
ber Jacqueline Grahek. Four other
womenwere selected to receive this
scholarship in which players receive
a $500 cheque from Beatrice to be
put toward their education.
lipscombe (defence), and Grahek
(winger), are both members of
Laurier's women's hockey team.
The Hawks open their home exhibi-
tion schedule against Guelph on
October 24 against at 7 pm.
Athlete of the Week
Kenny Cartmill
Men's Soccer
Ken had 2 goals this
weekend for the men's
soccer team. His first goal,
against the Western
Mustangs helped the
Hawks secure a 2-2 tie.
While in his second
game against McMaster,
Cartmill notched the first
goal of the game in a 2-1
Hawk victory
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Buy aKeystone
Entertainment
Russell Smith Speaks Out
Josh Marshall
Russell Smith always hopes an inter-
viewer will ask him aboutadjectives:
Why did you choose this word here?
Is there such a thing as too many
adjectives? Should adjectives be
avoided? Smith loves language. He
would rather talk about the subtle
closeness given to sentences by using
a semi-colon instead of a period.
Unfortunately, Smith usually does
not have the opportunity to speak
about these things; most interview-
ers, according to Smith, are intent on
discovering which nightclubs he fre-
quents on weekends or what he likes
to wear. This is due, at least partly, to
the success of Smith's weekly col-
umn on men's fashion in The Globe
and Mail.
Smith, understandably, would
rather focus on his works of fiction.
His first novel, How Insensitive, was
short-listed for the Governor
General's Literary Award for Fiction
and his second novel, Noise received
critical acclaim. As well, "Party
Going," a short story included in his
new collection, Young Men, won the
1997 National Magazine Award for
fiction. Young Men is a collection of
short stories about men's hardships
and successes as they battle through
relationship and career troubles.
Smith's characters, like Smith him-
self, love big cities, fashion, art, beau-
ty and other culture.
Smith claims he will always live
in a big city and finds small town life
to be the worst hell, an aspect he
explores in the short stories "The
Stockholm Syndrome" and "Home."
In "The Stockholm Syndrome,"
Lionel travels to a small town in
Nova Scotia during a snowstorm in
support ofa new novel. Smith lets his
own opinion ofsmall towns seep into
Lionel's attitudes towards the town
people. His descriptions in this story
contrast the beauty and life present
in his descriptions of the city.
"Everything exciting about cities
is everything human," says Smith,
claiming "Canadians have a distrust
in artificial things." Smith believes,
on the other hand, that the artificial
world is amazing; humans created
everything in it.
His love of this
human-made,
'artificial' world
pours itself onto
the pages of
Young Men in the
vivid descriptions
ofstyle and beauty
which surround
his characters'
lives in stories like
"Party Going" and
"Dominic is Dish,"
which Smith read
from in the Torque room.
Smith read with energy as he
changed his tone and inflection for
different characters. His voice
brought energy and life to an already
lively text, infusing it with the atti-
tudes of the types of people about
which he writes.
Although not autobiographical,
Smith creates characters from com-
posite sketches based on people he
has met. Smith presents his readers
with bits of his characters' lives, like
the memories associated with pic-
tures in an album: though seemingly
"Everything
exciting
about cities
is
everything
human."
inconsequential at moments, these
are the moments that define the
character's lives.
Smith hopes that his work is
addressed not as a social discourse,
but rather judged on artistic tech-
nique and aesthetic success. "The
mode of analysis of literature is to
analyze works of fiction as political
manifestoes," says Smith. "It dis-
mays me to think I might be ana-
lyzed in that way."
Smith welcomes close reading of
his work, as long as people look at
elements such as language and
characterization techniques in the
narration.
Me believes "the
urge to create art
comes from look-
ing at art" and
cites a childhood
of reading as a
reason for his
urge to write. He
admits that there
is a bit of a power
trip involved at the
prospect of ignit-
ing certain emo-
tional responses in
readers.
Smith hopes that his fiction will
be rememberedand studiedand see
his work as a small chance at
immortality.
Next Week:
Rachel Reid offers The Cord an in
depth and intriguing interview
with author Jan Wong.
Don)t miss it!
RS. Josh - Yes! You are allowed to
have pizza! Lots of pizza! All the
pizza that it takes to put a smile on
yourface!
COURTESY
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Musicians' Network set for 99/00
Brent Hagerman
Ryan Lindsay, one of the two Musicians'
Network presidents, is busy planning events
for what promises to be the best year in the
club's recent history.
"I want to change the focus of the club this
year," says Lindsay. "I want it to revolve around
the members, their ideas, and what they want
to see happen. We will take all input seriously."
He and the rest of the executive have reor-
ganized how the club is
managed. "In the past,
each executive had a
specific job title and
focussed on one thing.
11lis year we're going
to work as a team so
everyone has a hand in
all we do."
The Musicians' Network has been around
for about 10 years and offers members bi-
weekly jams, a membership list for networking
with other musicians (find it on Laurier's web
page under campus clubs], "Laurier Live" con-
certs in Wilfs with Laurier-aifiliated bands and
their crowning achievement - an annual com-
pilation CD. Other ideas for this year include
possible music lessons, a buskers' festival,
drum circles and perhaps a studio tour for
those interested in recording a track for this
years' Taster compilation.
Ryan and his co-president, Maureen
This year we're
going to work
as a team.
Spillane, helped organize Taster 1999and suc-
ceeded in cutting the cost of production by
$1,500. They used funds raised by the mem-
bers to buy a club CD burner, thus eliminating
the costly process of getting the discs manufac-
tured by a wholesaler who only fills orders for
300 units and up. This way the club can fill
orders as they arise. The CD retails for $5 and
will be sold, along with some of the previous
Tasters, in the Centre Spot.
Last year, each band contributed $125 to be
on the disc and paid for
their own studio time.
Ryan hopes to cut the
cost this year through
fundraising. "We need
to do some creative
fundraising this year.
The last couple of years
we were able to sell
hamburgers but this year we've been told by
the Students' Union we're not allowed to do
that anymore."
The Musician's Network earned the "Most
Improved Club"and "Best Logo" awards from
Campus Clubs last year. Their first meeting this
term had an enthusiastic turnoutof more than
50 members. Ryan sees this as a sign of an
exciting year ahead. The club attracts all sorts
of people and, surprisingly, they're not all
musicians. Although Maureen is a vocalist for
a local band, Ryan stresses he's more of a
music lover than a player. Many members join
just to take advantage of being able to attend
all club events for free.
Many of this term's events are still in the
works but the kick-off for the Laurier Live
shows will be Friday, Oct. 15, in Wills. There
will be four bands playing, with "Hoosier
Daddy" headlining the night. Ryan hopes to see
future Laurier Lives with themes like punk
night or heavy metal night and maybe even
expand to include something the Musicians'
Network hasn't incorporated much of yet-
electronic music.
If you're interested in getting on this years'
Taster, the deadline for songs is early January.
Expect a rousing release party midway
through the winter term.
For more info on the Musician's Network
you can email Ryan or Maureen at wlumus-
net@yahoo.ca.
LUKE
MARTYN
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Experience Supernatural Bacon
Kym Stasiuk
You are sitting in the back of a big old
theatre surrounded by blackness.
You are alone. Suddenly a white light
appears on
the screen and draws
your attention.
There seems to be
something written on the screen but
at this moment it is just a blur. Your
seat then rises from the ground, lev-
itating towards the bright white
screen. As you
move closer to the
vibrant light, the
word slowly starts
to come into focus.
Moving closer you
are finally able to
make out the
word: S-L-E-F-P.
From this
moment on, you,
along with Tom
Witzky (Kevin
Bacon) will share
in a hypnotic trance that will unrav-
el your'mind and suck the breath
right out of you.
Stir ofEchoes is a supernatural,
psychological thriller filled with sus-
pense and head-burying scenes. The
film stars Kevin Bacon {The River
Wild and Murder in the First) and is
directed by David Koepp (who has
also directed films such as Jurassic
Park, Mission Impossible, The Lost
World and Snake Eyes). The story
takes place in urban Cliicago where
a neighborhood secret is waiting to
unfold.
Through hypnosis, Witzky
(played by Bacon) acquires what is
Koepp
blends fear,
suspense
and horror
upon a dark
backdrop.
commonly recognized as a 'sixth
sense'. With this ability he is not only
able to 'see dead people' but also
envision events happening in the
present and those which will occur
in the future. Tom slowly releases his
grasp on normal, everyday blue-col-
lar life, trying to figure out just exact-
ly what is happening to him. He ends
up placing his job and marriage in
jeopardy while obsessively searching
for the truth to the
unsolved mystery.
The
film works on
many different
levels, encom-
passing all the
fundamentals of a
good ghost story.
Koepp blends fear,
suspense and hor-
ror upon a dark
unsettling back-
drop, then grabs
your attention by tantalizing your
senses with momentary flashes ofan
awkward moving and deeply dis-
turbing apparition - this film will
scare you.
Working alongside this ghastly
atmosphere are the eerie antics of
Bacons on-screen son Jake, played
by newcomer Zachary David Cope.
He too possesses the same 'sixth
sense' but contrary to his father, he
was born with it and is totally aware
of what both he and his father are
experiencing.
Cope's performance is convinc-
ing, however, you can not be fooled
by his innocence; he will definitely
creep you out.
All the acting in this movie was
surprisingly strong. Solid supporting
roles were played by Kathryn Erbe
(Tom's wife), Illeana Douglas (Tom's
sister-in-law) and Kevin Dunn(Tom's
neighbour). If you can set aside the
imag of Kevin Bacon singing
'Forosoco' p ! isic (Folk, Rock, Soul,
and Count with his brother,
Michael, in their 'highly regarded
and hugely successful band', The
Bacon Brothers, you will be truly
impressed with the performance he
gives in this film - besides, it is fun
watching 'the world's greatest sup-
porting actor' lose his mind.
Stir of Echoes was released at the
beginning of September and proba-
bly won't be around much longer in
theatres.
There wasn't much hype surround-
ing the film and, unfortunately as a
result, it will be one of those movies
overshadowed by the popular sum-
mer blockbusters. In the end, I thor-
oughly enjoyed Stir of Echoes as it is
deserving of my thumbs-up. I rec-
ommend you see it on the big screen
before it's too late.
COURTESY
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WUSC International Seminar 2000 in Zimbabwe
'
If you are interested in international development, are returning
to full-time studies in 2000-2001" but have not had significant
experience abroad, WTf$0s.'International Seminar may be for you.
Service vl Canada, majof/C^fiadian
The 2000 Seminjlliin Zimbabwe (soutSHn Africa), and is held
for six weeks frorrf ijffid-May to late Junlt Participants cover a I
portion of their costs, travel with a selected number of Canadian
students and ■Rnty, and conduct a research project while In the
host credit may be available, pending your home
department's approval. App 1 cants are-interviewed: hy Laurier I
faculty and staff, and tbeji entered into national competition.
For information and applications,J- David Black,
Communication Studiesl||Prbgram, ex;/,3990 or dblack@wlu.ca.
Deadline for applications is Monday November 1. Completed
applications may be left in Dr. Black's mailbox in the
Communication Studies office, Woods 3-215.
For detailed information, see WUSC's website at www.wusc.ca.
» Westmount Place ShoppingCentre, Waterloo
ph.ISWI 884-8558
Waterloo has needed a joint like this! So we have built it
at the Westmount Place shopping Centre!
We have 2 floors, 4 satellites,
50 TVs (in the booths and washrooms),
giant screen TVs, Billiard Tables, 2 Bowling Lanes,
NTN, and Amusement Machines. |
plus an out-of-this-world menu featuring pasta, I
chicken, steaks, ribs, wings, fajitas and fresh baked pizza. I
We also have a dance floor!
«r
t !
We also have a dance floor, and the best kids menu in I
North America- Tfiiltfig haves Kidsl I
All this under one roof?
V1 i j You better believe it!
OPEN 11:20 TILL 1:00am
EVERY PAY
(Thurs.,Fri.,Sat. 'til2am/
Home 0f... jarrett smith I
MIKE MORREALE, MIKE O'SHEA,
PAUL MASOTTI, VAL ST.GERMAIN, MIKE .. .
AI
VANDERJAGT, JOANNE MALLAR, I
_ _
STEVE STAIOS and DONOVAN BAILEY ||||
l+l
.
OvJSSiD
Ear Candy forever and ever and....
Chris Gaines
Greatest Hits
Pearl Records
If you've never heard of Chris Gaines
do not be alarmed, not many people
have. You would figure out of an
entire album of supposed greatest
hits you might be able to sing along
with at least one song. Perhaps this
Is the new look at a greatest hits
album, a greatest hits album by a
guy you don't know singing songs
that you probably haven't heard.
Maybe it's just me, but 1 don't think
it'll catch on.
If you do think the world, or at
least your album collection, needs
more soft rock then you might hon-
estly like it. The whole album has
this soft melodic background in a
department store feel" to it. Kind of
like a male Celine Dion.
Before I continue, perhaps I
should say that I'm not even sure
what the CD is called or who indeed
is actually singing it. The jacket that
was side up said "garth brooks
in...the life of Chris Gaines", the
other side says this is.his greatest
hits album. On other places it says
this is the pre-soundtrack to the
.movie ITie Limb. Sounds to mo like
whoever decided this album bo
mado was undecided on what to call
it or who to have sing it.
Gaines tried to be original and on
the, cutting edge in the "story of' my
lite on CD", however, he ends up
sounding a lot like every other band
that you want to forget from the late
80s early 90s. This album lits in
with the rest of the albums you'll
want to throw out very soon if you do
in fact buy it.
Craig White
Tory Cassis
Anywhere But Here
eponymous music
Finally someone has enough guts to
put out something that pushes the
envelope. Tory has gone and pushed
the envelope both forward and
backwards as his style goes from
great to good to okay and back to
great.
It is albums like this that make
me glad I don't have to classify
mnsic. If I had to classify this, I'd
have to rip out some songs just to file
them in the right category. Tory
Cassis begins with a funky lounge
sound that will make you want to go
out and actually find a lounge to play
this in. It's very catchy and grows on
you very fast. The second song
"Such a Crime" should be played on
all radio stations much more than it
ever will be played, but that's just the
harsh reality of radio.
By the middle of the album, he
slides into a more alternative facade.
It's not bad alternative but, ofcourse,
it's not great either. This is where we
'lose ourselves in the "okay" section
of the album. Unless by some
chance you like this type of music
you'll want to skip the middle few
songs and head right into the end.
If you loved Frank Sinatra in his
day then you'll love the last few
tracks on Anywhere but Here. He
makes you happy again by giving
you back the lounge aspect he left
behind in the first few songs but the
piano and vocals of the last two
songs make you fall in love with his
style. Not enough people are doing
what Tory does, and that's making
something that doesn't sound like
everyone and their mother.
If you like lounge and funk, pick
it up. Skip the middle songs but def-
initely give it a listen. Well doneTory
Cassis. May you make radio pay for
not playing your style of stuff.
Craig White
Our I iidy Peace
Happiness is Not a Fish You Can
Catch
Sony Music
For the third time in aboutsix years,
tho radio waves have been haunted
by the nasally, Western graduate
cronies, Our Lady Peace. The new
release "Happiness Is Not a FLsh
That You Can Catch" consists of
about 12 songs, with beats ranging
from lunky to deep. The lyrics are a
little different, almost bitter, but for
some strange reason, itls easy to
relate.
While all the songs are 'good',
the one that really grabbed attention
was the first track, "One Man
Army". Not only are the lyrics real-
ly strong but the beat is addictive.
The other tracks, however, aren't as
praiseworthy and while it Is too
strong to say the album sucks,
I can
safely say it is disappointing. I
expected a variety of songs with the
same feel as the other two CD's, but
instead, the songs sounded like a
sorry attempt to put something, any-
thing, together for a deadline. Well
fellas, if this were an assignment, I
would give it a "D".
For those who like consistency,
the CD is appealing. It wasn't my
personal favorite (Clumsy was much
better) but for all die hard Our Lady
Peace fans, 1 do believe you may be
a little vexed when $18.00 went
toward a half-assed effort on the
band's part. If there ever was 'an
alright' CD, this Is it!
Peg Swan
Nickelback
The State
Universal
Three words best describe this
album: "sounds like Bush" ( it also
has Nirvana and Silverchair
moments). Nickelback is from
Vancouver and The State is their
third album. The band's popularity
Ls rapidly growing. This is probably
because they are one of the growing
number of bands this decade to turn
the label "alternative" from its origi-
nal meaning of outside the main-
stream to now mean defining the
mainstream.
I must admit I had big hopes of
an album called The State. It has
immediate political connotations.
The cover, depicting a Restricted
Area sign in four languages with a
uniformed person shooting a civilian
would suggest pretty serious stuff
within - possibly akin to The Qash's
London Calling or U2's War.
Though there are attempts at social
commentary, sadly they are not
articulated well and lack poignancy.
The lack of originality in the
album is disappointing. It sounds as
though Gavin from Bush has done
an uninspired side project. Song
after song makes its way through
patent steps with slick production
(not a good thing in my opinion),
average songwriting and lacklustre
energy. Produced by Dale Penner
(Holly McNarland), the first single,
leader Of Men, is radio friendly and
is performed with a Cobain-like
whine. The heavy "One Last Run"
lias a good feel but is spoiled by a
predictable vocal effect (that muted,
distorted, "everybody's doing it"
sound). "Worthy To Say" starts with
a very cool low-fi drum rhythm but
quickly moves out of uncharted ter-
ritory and back into the mundane.
On a good note, if you like all
those bands that crowd the Top 40
and sound the same, you'll probably
like this album. If you're tired of the
one trick pony the record industry Is
turning out, this album is not for you.
Brent Hagerman
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HAIR LOSS?
THINNING HAIR
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONFOR STUDENTS
NEW TREATMENT
The best time to invest in your hair loss problem was
yesterday, the next best time is today. nHHHIHHH
Versacchi's new THERAPUTIC TREATMENTS
achieve results for men and women with minimum to II
Versacchi has helped clients worldwide and offer the
area's only ELECTOTRICHOGENESIS Treatments,
developed by Doctor J. Orpin from the Biomedic
Institute, with an amazing success rate of 96.7%
THICKER, FULLER, HEALTHIER HAIR does make Jftjl
a difference. Invest in your appearance today. The jfiHlfl
sooner you start the faster you will see results.
Please call us today to schedule your confiden-1
tial complimentary consultation... 576-7228 IHK|UHa||U
versacchi mmmm
HAIR AND SCALP SPECIALISTS
Medical Building, 920 King Street, Wv Kitcljener mmm
Monday to Friday 12-6 p.m., by appointment only. bmi BIN
GREGG
FAMILYW-(J
CHIROPRACTIC
Dr. James W. Gregg, D.C
4-255 King Street North
(at University)
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 4V2
PHONE: 885-L I F E
(5 4 3 3)
STUDENTS 50% OFF
• Dr Gregg is
WLU Alumni
• Leave your other
Chiropractor at home?
• Headaches, stress,
neck and back pain
• WLU Health Plan covers Chiropractic
I This /. I.:
■.:'- • H
I '* What's , I
I yourcard I
■ Ji donefor
■
;, r~| VOU I
I In fact, he's just earned $1,000 to help him pay for it.
Thp(iV,Card : ®» iate|y ? H
I Not every decision will be as easy to make as getting The GM Card"! Especially when you can apply from your
■ ■ ■
■ dorm. Upon approval, you'll get a free Frosh Two CD**and receive a $1,000 bonus in GM Card Earnings 1; towards I
■ the purchase or lease of a new GM vehicle. There's also no annual fee.Then anytime you use your card, like to buy
H groceries for instance, you'll get 5% in GM Card Earnings". Visit us at: nobrainer.gmcanada.com to apply on-line.
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Permanent Part Time Positions ■HHHHHBHHB
...From Your Little Geisha
Cante! AT&T is seeking H|li^RKyll|H|Ra
professional Customer Service
Kitchener They offer
Parents Without Partners, excellent wages, evening hours and Guitar Lessons Nightshade:
Cambridge Chapter #978 valuable work experience. You must Personalized instruction. All Please don't stop writing for the ■
New MemberInformation & Sign-up have excellent communication skills, styles/levels. Day/evening classes. Cord! Who knows what evil
7pm, Preston Scott House, 1580 proven
customer service experience Central K.W. on bus route. BA. lurks in the hearts of men with- Cancun - Acapulco - Cuba
Queenston Rd. Ist and 3rd
and be proficient in Windows. Music. R.C.M. Michael Bennett out your journalistic skills to Spring Break Specials February 21-
Tuesdays each month, October sth Training starts October 25, 1999 !!! 576-6881. expose it? 28. Beachfront properties from
and 19th, November 2nd& 16th. An Please fax resume to Olsten
Experienced, Patient Tutor
~SIU
$759 - Book a group of friends -
educational, non-profit, self-help Staffing Services. Fax: (519) 578-
Available to help with calculus a.k.
TRAVEL FREE. Student Discount
support group, devoted to the wel-
8229.
physics and math. Close to Hide and seek is fun but I know
travel specialists. Call for details.
fare & interests of single parents & TRAVEL - Teach English
University. Group ratas. Call Mike at some other games we can
Todd Thames Travel 1-800-962-
their children. Call Mike at 740- 5 Day/40 Hr (Oct. 20-24) 886-2928 play...When can I have some of 8262. Space Limited.
2155 for information. TESOL teacher certification course your creamy hot chocolate?
n ,
(or by correspondence). I,ooo's of -Bisha Classified Rates
Parents Without Partners, . , .... r.IM , r,.
... „
jobs available NOW. FREE informa-
~, ~ , „ ,
Cambridge Dance WllfNMlreigl Too Hot For ME?? Students:
.• i nt t- j, . i
130,1 package, toll free 1-888-270- .
<- 4 ,
, ho words or i<^
Cambridge Newfoundland Club
2941
I d give you first degree burns!!
31 60 dV
- October 9th, 1999. Doors '
_
Mac Boy? I'm not first year. I'd each wTrd over 60 $.10
Open: B:lspm, Dancing 9pm to
AHI " ORK
lick that whipped cream off your
lam. Door Prizes & Spot
$13.05 to start. Flexible houis.
warm apple pie but v<>u'd want
Non-Students
n „_ n „occ r
.
•
nf
, , Evening & weekends available. th _,
30 words or less $7
Dances - Dress Code in effect,
4 Wails 4 U
t at...
31-60 words $10
no leans. Members $4. Non-
Scholarships awarded. Professional
*vv v
-Big Sexy each word over 60 $.10
members $6. We are an educa-
and fun: *"« business exPC™nce.
immediate
Hnnn
I nnnnrnfit splf holn enn Call 886-0909 Or WWW.WOrkforStU-
rental Semi-Display Ads
tio al, non-profit, self-help sup- ,
, -Next to Tim's, Caesars, Beer
You make us nauseous. add .50
port group, devoted to the wel- -2 min. ride to WLU -Cord
.
fare 8, interests of single par- ■■■■■ -Only $425/ month Anffic .
ents & their children. Call Mike WW•laenn at 747.7?Q1 ,
at 770-2155 for dance or mem-
vpar ««,oht
Y°U
'
re an angel that was P un * hmius a,-, avails h. u« o-d
bership info
ished and left on earth.
the iimi ti<M»r «»r tin* i-rcd Nichols campus o.nir<>.
M "Mancesh
Bubble Boy
orders c,<m b, sc.nl U> (519) 883-0X73. Cash required
You have my approval...con-
•«» «■««» r,r «.* Mutant ads. hh.«
Build Your Resume! gratulations... when is it offi-
li,r rax "rdl" ;UKi "'"s
Give to the community! Friendly vol- cial?
n.nni.iKr»-in.«^u»ui n«- piiu>«-
unteers are desperately needed to - Se7en
I provide companionship to people
widi Alzheimer Disease. Two hour
ForSa|e aSI Af\Ctf
Telemarketing weekly consent. Trainmg pro- Renovated slx bedroom house Qfr.rfont
. ,
St iWf\
Earn $7-17 per hr.
™ded. Call Alzheimer Society 742-
New hesting-windows and roof . pIUUKUI Up tO/ M M M /{)
•Free Music
Seven appliances. Three car /#'! ITf/"C
m
•Part/Full Time Wantto work in a environment?
parking. Zoning for triplex
l/Mvl/li/l'M SB m
•Weekends available The Cord has fired its entire staff
Asking $240,000 Call 416-515-
•Flexible Schedule and now needs more folks to work. 8570
•28 Job Openings Low wages for some (none for otli-
1 his offer validfor alt
•Start Today! ers), long hours and little thanks.
(; °rd ComPuters regularly
scheduled
Kitchener/King St. Willing to be humiliated? Applv
Buy a MaC and feel «°od ab,,ul
742-9990 now! Apply often!
helping us pay off our debts. , M(1 j,^^^"^
ngara
For Fare & Schedule Information Call
c- . Travel CUTS' exclusive
Centre Spot
Student Class™fares offer:
- the best rates with the
most flexibility.
BPH|OHm J V_7 0 1 JLIi o - confirmed seats
has been chosen official . one-way or return, valid
MMKShH Pnrtrnit up t0 1 year-
fjrf UUiiUi'lUri I unrilll
- low fees for date changes.
KfßfßxifffllSffiiill Photographer - no advance purchase ,
±
(subject to availability).
IIBHHBHffiiWHI JOSTEN'S on Campus: raese asßFaßes sen out
October 18 to October 29, 1999 QUiacLY- BOCK NOW!
Plugged-in t° S(uden( Travel
Student Union Building
3rd Floor, 886-8228
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